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FOREWORD
 

This committee print is the tenth of a series of such prints of studies 
on Copyright Law Revision published by the Committee on the Judi
ary Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights. The 
studies have been prepared under the supervision of the Copyright 
Office of the Library of Congress with a VIew to considering a general 
revision ofthe copyright law (title 17,U.S. Code). 

Provisions of the present copyright law are essentially the same as 
those of the statute enacted in 1909, thoug-h that statute was codified 
in 1947 and has been amended in a number of relatively minor re
spects. In the half century since 1909 far-reaching changes have 
occurred in the techniques and methods of reproducing and dissemi
nating the various categories of literary, musical, dramatic, artistic, 
and other works that are subject to copyright; new uses of these pro
ductions and new methods for their dissemination have grown up; and 
industries that produce or utilize such works have undergone great 
changes. For some time there has been widespread sentiment that the 
present copyright law should be reexamined comprehensively with a 
view to its general revision in the light of present-day conditions. 

Beginning in 1955, the Copyright Office of the Library of Congress, 
pursuant to appropriations by Congress for that purpose, has been 
conducting a program of studies of the copyright law and practices. 
The subcommittee believes that these studies will be a valuable con
tribution to the literature on copyright law and practice, that they 
will be useful in considering the problems involved in proposals to 
revise the copyright law, and that their publication and distribution 
will serve the public interest. 

The present committee print contains the following three studies: 
No. 29, "Protection of Unpublished 'Works," by Wilham S. Strauss, 
Attorney-Adviser of the Copyright Office; No. 30 "Duration of Copy
right," by James J. Guinan, an attorney formerly on the staff of the 
Copyright Office; and No. 31, "Renewal of Copyright," by Barbara 
A. Ringer, Assistant Chief of the Examining Division, Copyright 
Office. The preceding 28 studies appearing in earlier committee 
prints are listed below. 

The Copyright Office invited the members of an advisory panel and 
others to whom it circulated these studies to submit their views on the 
issues. The views, which are appended to the studies, are those of 
individuals affiliated with groups or industries whose private interests 
may be affected by copyright laws, as well as some independent 
scholars of copyright problems. 

It should be clearly understood that in publishing these studies the 
subcommittee does not signify its acceptance or approval of any 
statements therein. The views expressed in the studies are entirely 
those of the authors. 

JOSEPH C. O'MAHONEY, 
Ohairmam; Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks, and Oopy

right8, Oommittee on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate. 
III 



COPYRIGHT OFFICE NOTE 

The studies ,Presented herein are part of a series of studies prepared 
for the Copyright Office of the Library of Congress under a program 
for the comprehensive reexamination of the copyright law (title 17 of 
the United States Code) with a view to its general revision. 

The Copyright Office has sUJ?8rvised the preparation of the studies 
in regard to their general subject matter and scope, and has sought 
to assure their objectivity and general accuracy. However, any views 
expressed in the studies are those of the authors and not of the Copy
right Office. 

Each of the studies herein was first submitted in draft form to an 
advisory panel of specialists appointed by the Librarian of Con
gress, for their review and comment. The panel members, who are 
broadly representative of the various industry and scholarly groups 
concerned with copyright, were also asked to submit their views on 
the issues presented in the studies. Thereafter each study, as then 
revised in the light of the panel's comments, was made available to 
other interested persons who were invited to submit their views on 
the issues. The views submitted by the panel and others are appended 
to the studies. These are, of course, the views of the writers alone, 
some of whom are affiliated with groups or industries whose private 
interests may be affected, while others are independent scholars of 
copyright problems. 

ABE A. GOLDMAN, 

Ohief of Research, 
Oopyright Office. 

ARTHUR FISHER, 

Register of Oopyrights, 
Library of Uonqress. 

L. QUINCY MUMFORD, 

Librarian of Oonqrees. 
v 
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PROTECTION OF UNPUBLISHED- WORKS 

INTRODUCTORY NOTE 

* * * before publication an author has, in the fruits of his intellectual labor, 
a property as whole and as inviolable as that which exists in material pos
sessions; * * * he has supreme control over such productions, may exclude 
others from their enjoyment, may dispose of them us he pleases.' 

These absolute rights in an unpublished work are recognized and 
protected in the United States by the common law, and	 continue 
perpetually as long as the work remains unpublished 2 unless, for 
certain classes of unpublished works, the owner voluntarily chooses 
to secure statutory copyright by registration in the Copyright Office," 

It is the accepted rule of law that the property right which the 
author has under the common law is terminated by publication of the 
work.' After publication, rights in intellectual works must be de
fended under the copyright statute." However, the term "publica
tion" is not defined in the statute," except indirectly. Consequently 
it has no definite and fixed meaning. In fact, publication may rea
sonably be thought to mean one thmg under the statute as related 
to published works and another under the common law as related to 
"unpublished" works.' For example, the recording of an	 "unpub
lished" work and sale of the records has been considered by some 
courts to constitute publication under the common law so as to 
terminate common lawrights; but it is not thought to be such a pub
lication as will afford the occasion to secure protection under the 
statute." 

This lack of clarity in such basic concepts leads to difficulties, as will 
be demonstrated later. The problem is further complicated by the 
fact that statutory protection is available under section 12 of the 
statute for certain classes of unpublished works by deposit and regis

1 DRONE, THE LAW OF PROPERTY IN INTELLECTUAL PRODUCTIONS 8 (1879), 
2 See tnfra, part II, 1. 
• See infra, part II, 2. 
'Donaldson v. Becket, 4 Burr. 2408 (1774). Globe Newspaper Co. v. Walker, 210 U.S. 

3M (1908) : Wheaton v. Peters, 33 U.S. 1591 (1834); Brown v. Select Theatres. M F. 
Supp. 438 (D. Mass. 1944) : Loaw'a v. Superior Court of Los Angeles County, 1115 P. 2d 
983 (Cal. SI!P. Ct. 1941) ; Photo Drama v. SocIal Uplift Film Corp., 220 Fed. 448 (2d
Clr. 19115) : Universal Film Co. v. Coppsrman, 218 Fed. 1577 (2d Clr. 1914).

• Globe Newspaper Co. v, Walker supra note 4. Under 17 U.S.C. § 10, publication Is 
the occasion for securIng statutory copyright by Inser t ing the copyright notice In the 
published copies of the work. Registration under sec. 12 Is also considered to be an 
"abandonment" of common law rtante. Universal Film Co. v. Copperman, supra note 4. 
But In Warner Bros. v. CBS. 102 F. Supp, 141 (S.D. Cal. 1951) the court held: "Neither 
the rationale of the rule nor the language nor the purpose of the statute requires that 
the author relinquIsh any common law right other than the perpetual right to restrict 
publication of the work." 

• 17 U.S.C. § 26 defines "the date of publleatton " as being, "In the case of a work of 
whIch copies are reproduced for sale or distribution-the earliest date when copies of 
the f1·rst authorized edition were placed on sale, sold, or publicly distributed by the 

'proprletor of the copyright or under his authority." 
• Marx v. U.S .. 96 F. 2d 204 (9th Clr. 1938).
• See	 tnfra, III, 2c. .
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2 COPYRIGHT LAW REVISION 

tration while all other classes of works must rely on common law pro
tection until their publication." 

In earlier days when the public dissemination of copyrightable 
works usually meant the reproduction and distribution of copies, it 
may have been logical and practical to define publication in those 
terms, to protect unpublished manuscripts against unauthorized pub
lication under the established common law, and to limit the copy
right statute to published works. Today, when copyrightable works 
are disseminated widely by public performance to audiences of mil
lions over radio and television and by sound recordings and audio
visual films, the dichotomy of common law and statutory copyright 
based on the historic concept of publication may be thought to be 
outmoded. 

What constitutes publication has become dubious in certain situa
tions. What should constitute publication, in the lig-ht of the consti
tutional purpose to have works dedicated to the public after a limited 
time, is a difficult question and the answer may require new and 
expanding interpretations of the concept of publication as new tech
niques of dissemination develop; or the realization of the constitu
tional purpose may best be achieved by applying the principle of 
according statutory copyright for limited times to all copyrightable 
works, unpublished as well as published, possibly to the exclusion of 
perpetual common law rights for unpublished works. 

1. HISTORY OF PROTECTION OF UNPUBLISHED WORKS 

1.	 Oornrrwn Law Protection 
The House of Lords held in 1666 10 that a "copyright was a thing 

acknowledged at common law." But as the Statute of Anne 11 dealt 
only with copyright in books after publication without reference to 
common law rights, the question arose whether common law rights 
survived the act of publication. In Millar v. Taylor 12 three of the 
four judges held that the Statute of Anne did not provide for termi
nation of common law rights after publication. This view was over
ruled by the House of Lords in Donaldson v, Beoket.13 The Donald
/Ion case was followed, in the United States, in Wheaton v, Peters, and 
subsequent cases." In the United States the rule is now well estab
lished that an author or his assignee may have perpetual common 
law rights in his work unless he publishes it, whereupon the common 
law rights are terminated." 
12. Protection of Unpublished Works in Early State Statutes 

Some early State statutes referred to protection of unpublished 
manuscripts," or books or pamphlets not yet published," and provided 
for actions under the statutes for damages for unauthorized publica

• See infra, part II, 2.
 
ro Atkins v, Stationers Co., CARTER'S REPTS. 89 (1666).

"8 Anne eh, 19 (1710).
 
12 4 Burr. 2303.
 
1B Supra note 4.
 
"Supra note 4.
 
11 In Great Britain common law rights In copyrightable works were abrogated by sec. 31, 

Copyright Act, 1911, 1 and 2 Geo, II, c. 46. 
'·Connectlcut (1783); New York (1786). 
"Georgia (1786). 



COPYRIGHT LAW REVISION	 3 

tion. But statutory copyright for a specified term extended only to 
published works." 
3. Protection of Unpublished Works in the Federal Statutes 

Most of the Federal copyright acts before the Act of 1909 spe
cifically provided that anyone who printed or published a manuscript 
without the author's or proprietor's consent, should be liable for 
damages." 

Section 2 of title 17,U.S.C. (sec. 2, Act of 1909) provides as follows: 
Nothing in this title shall be construed to annul or limit the right of the 

author or proprietor of an unpublished work, at common law or in equity, to 
prevent the copying, publication, or use of such unpublished work without his 
consent, and to obtain damages therefor. 

In addition to this common law protection of unpublished works, 
section 12 of title 17, U.S.C. (sec. 11, Act of 1909) provides for volun
tary registration as a means of securing copyright in certain classes 
of works of which copies are not reproduced for sale. 

II.	 PROTECTION OF UNPUBLISHED WORKS IN THE PRESENT COPYRIGHT 

LAW 

1. Preservation of Oommon. Law Rights (Seotion 13) 20 

a. Ewtent and nature of the right.-Section 2 is an explicit savings 
clause for common law rights in unpublished works, which, although 
less succinctly stated, was contained in most previous copyright stat 
utes." Despite the Congressional statement that section 2 contains 
substantially the same provisions as did the previous law," the present 
section goes beyond the earlier provisions. It expressly preserves not 
only the common law and equity rights of printing and publishing
as did the prior law-but also the right to "use" unpublished works 
which presumably includes the right to exhibit, represent, translate, 
dramatize, or otherwise use and control the work. 23 The Supreme 
Court of Illinois held in Ferris v, Frohman 24 as to the rights recog
nized by the common law: 

At common law the author of a literary composition has an absolute property 
right in his production, which he could not be deprived of so long as it remained 
unpublished, nor could he be compelled to publish it. This right of property exists 
at common law in all productions of literature, the drama, music, art, etc. • • • 

This absolute property is protected like other personal property." 
Like statutory copyright, the common law rights are se'parate from 
the ownership in the manuscript or other material object In which the 
literary or artistic work is embodied." It should be noted that com

18 DRONE, op. cit. supra note 1, 124. 
~9 Act of May 31, 1790, 1 Stat. 124 § 6; Act of Feb. 3, 1831, 4 Stat. 436 § 9; Act of 

July 8, 1870, 16 Stat. 198 § 102; REV. STAT. 64967 (1875) ; Act of Mar. 81, 1891, 26 
Stat. 1106 § 9. 

20 Supra I, 3. Hereinafter, unless otherwise Indicated, "section" refers to sections of 
title 17, U.S.C. (Act of July 30, 1947, 61 Stat. 6:12) as amended. 

91 Supra note 19 . 
.. Report No. 222.2, aeeomp, H.R. 28192 [Act of 19(}9J Cong., 2d Sess., on section 2. 
.. In Harper Bros. v. Donohue, 144 F. 491 b6()th(Clr. N•. Ill. 19(}5) It was held that all 

these rights were Included In the common law protection, although the statute did not 
so state. 

.. 238 Ill. 43(}, 87 N.E. 327 (1909), af/'d 223 U.S. 424 (1912) • 

.. Commissioner of Internal Revenue v. Affiliated Enterprises, 123 F. 2d 665 (Wth Clr. 
1941), eert, den. 81J5 U.S. 812 (1942) ; Baker v. Llbble, 21(} Mass. 599,97 N.E. W9 (1912) • 

.. Sec. 27. Chamberlain v. Feldman, 3(}(} N.Y. 135, 89 N.E. 2d 863 (1949); Pushman 
v, N.Y. Graphic Soclet~ 2:1 N.Y.S. 32 (Sup. Ct.), af/'d, 262 App. Dlv. 729, 28 N.Y.S. 2d 
711 (1st Dept. 1941). au'd 287 N.Y. 302, 39N.E. 2d 249 (1942). 



4	 COPYRIGHT LAW REVISION 

mon law property rights may exist in forms of intellectual creations 
which are not copyri.ghtable under the statute. In White v, Kimmell 
the court said: 27 

The common law has long recognized a property right in the products of man's 
creative mind, regardless of the form in which they took expression. 

Thus, common law protection (but not necessarily under a copyright 
theory) has been held to exist in recordings," in a color chart," and 
in slogans. 30 

Common law protection is not subject to the limitations imposed by 
the statute upon copyright. Thus, the compulsory license provision is 
not applicable to works protected by common law." Common law 
rights confer unrestricted protection against any unauthorized use of 
the work." "Subject to the provisions of law affecting all classes of 
property, an author may, without losing the protection of the common 
law, deal with his work in any manner he chooses * * *," 33 so long 
as the work remains unpublished. 

b. Duration of common law protection.-Common law protection 
is perpetual 34 unless the work is published or unless statutory copy
right 10 the work is secured by registration." . 

c. Remedies.-In Palmer v. DeWitt 36 the New York Court of Ap
peals said: 

Whatever rights the plaintiff has • • • exist at common law, independent of 
any statute • • • the protection he seeks is property, and a right of property
which is well established and recognized wherever the common law prevails, and 
not a franchise or privilege conferred by statute. The State Courts have juris
diction, as in other actions affecting common law rights or property interests. 

.. 94 F. Supp. 502 (S.D. Cal. 1950), rev'd on the facts, 193 F. 2-d 744 (9th Clr. 1952), 
cert. den. 343 U.S. 957 (1952) . 

l
.. Granz v. Barrte, 198 F. 2d 585 (2d Clr. 11952) ; Supreme Records v. Decca Records, 

90 F. Supp. 904 (S.D. Cal. 1950) ; Capitol Records v. Mercury Records, 109 F. Supp. 330 
s .D.N.y . 1952), atf'd 221 F. 2d 657 (2d Clr. 1955) ; RCA v. Whiteman, 114 F. 2-d 86 
2d Clr.), cert. den. 311 U.S. 712 (1940); Waring v, WDAS Broadcasting Station, 327 

Pa. 433, 194 AU. 631 (Pa, Sup. Ct. 1937); Noble v, One Sixty Commonwealth Ave., 19 
F. Supp, 671 (D. Mass. 1931), and others. Recordings will be discussed Infra III, 2, c. 
Sometimes no sharp dividing line exists between common law literary rights and unfair 
competition. The discussion wl1l not extend beyond common law literary rights In 
recordings of copyrightable works. A discussion of common law protection of Intel
lectual creations which are not considered writings under Art. I, sec. 8 of the Con
stitution seems to be outside the scope of thl9 paper. 

•• Ketcham V. N.Y. World's Fair 1939, 34 F. Supp, 657 (E.D.N.Y. 1940), atf'd 119 F. 
2d 42,2 (2dClr.1941). . 

... Healey v. Macy & Co., 251 App. Dlv. 440, 297 N.Y.S. 165 (lst Dept., 1937) ; Liggett
and Myers Tobacco Co., v. Meyer, 101 Ind. App. 420, 194 N.E. 206 (1935). 

ai S"c. l(e): ... • • the provisions of this title, so far as they secure copyright con
tr011lng the parts of Instruments, servlng to reproduce mechanically the musical work, 
shall include only compositions published and copyrighted after July I, 1909 • • •• " 
[Italic supplied.] 

•• Even the "fair use" theory. applicable to works under statutory copyright, does not 
apply to works under common law protection. Stanley v. Columbia Broadcasting System, 
35 Cal. 2d 653, 221 P. 2d 73 (Cal. Sup. Ct. 1950) ; Golding v. R.K.O., 35 CaL 2d 690, 221 
P. 2d 95	 (CaL Sup. Ct. 1950).

"WElL. LAW OF COPYRIGHT 114 (1917) . 
.. Grandma Moses Prop. v, This Week Ma~azlne, 117 F. Supp. 348 (S.D.N.Y. 1953): 

National Comics Pubs. v. Fawcett Pubs. 191 F. 2d 594 (2d Clr. 1951) ; Swift v. Colleztan 
Press, 131 F. 2d 900 (2d Clr. 1942) : Bobbs-Merrl1l v. Straus, 147 Fed. 15 (2d Clr. 1906)
on:« 210 U.S. 339 (190S) : Universal Film Mfg. Co. v. Copperman. 212 Fed. 301 (S.D.N.Y.
1914), atr'd 218 Fed. 577 (2d Clr. 1914), cert, den. 235 U.S. 704 (1914) . 

.. Secs. 10,12, title 17, tJ..S.C.: Warner Bros. v, CBS, 102 F. Supp. 141 (,s.D. Cal 1951) ; 
White v. Kimmell, 94 F. Supp. 502 (S.D. Cal. 1950) ; Bene11l v. Hopkins, 95 N.Y.S. 2d 668, 
197 Misc. 877 (Sup. ct. 1950) : Photodrama v, Social Uplift Film Corp., 220 Fed. 448 (2d 
Clr. 1915) ; West Pub. Co. v. Thompson Co., 169 Fed. 833 (C.C.E.'D.N.Y. 1909), modified on 
other grounds, 176 Fed. 833 (2d Clr. 1910). Statutory copyright may be secured without 
publication of the work by registration under sec. 12. Birown v. Select Theatres, 56 F. 
Supp.438 (D. Mass. 1944) ; Universal Film Co. v, Copperman, 218 Fed. 577 (2d Clr. 1914). 

"47 N.Y. 532 (1872). 



5 COPYRIGHT LAW REVISION 

And further: 
This property in a manuscript is not distinguishable from any other personal 

property. It is governed by the same rules of transfer and succession and is 
protected by the same process, and has the benefit of all the remedies accorded 
to other property so far as applicable • • • 37 

In De Acosta v. Broumi" an action for infringement of a non
copyrighted screen play, the court applied the same criteria for 
infringement of a common law right as for infringement of a copy
righted work. The district judge stated that, unless the State law 
under which the case was decided," provides otherwise, he would 
follow the precedent cases decided under the copyright law, as to the 
remedies available. The Second Circuit Court affirmed, stating that, 
as far as tests for an award of profits and actual damages were con
cerned, there was no reason to distinguish between an action under 
the copyright law and one for infringement of common law rights. 
The court Issued an injunction, ordered an accounting of profits, and 
awarded damages, relying on copyright cases as authority. 

The copyright statute, however, provides for minimum and maxi
mum amounts of damages in lieu of actual damages and profits." 
These special statutory damages would presumably not be applicable 
to common law infringement. 
91. Protection Under the Statute (Sec. 12) 

a. Legislative history of section 12.-The first bills preceding the 
Copyright Act of 1909 4 1 did not by their terms grant copyright in 
unpublished works, but permitted their registration. Section 10 of S. 
6330 provided, in the second paragraph: 

Registration may also be had of works of which copies are not reproduced 
for sale • • • 

The reports of the Conference on Copyright 42 do not make it clear 
whether registration of such works was intended to accord statutory 
copyright, or whether such works were to have common law protection 
with the added benefits of proof of ownership, by virtue of registra
tion, and statutory remedies." 

During the conference of November 1905, Mr. Howard stated, on 
behalf of the American Dramatists Club (one of the prospective bene
ficiaries of registration of unpublished works) concerning the purpose 
of such registration: H 

The fact is that a dramatist does not know what he wants to print until several 
weeks ufter the first production, and it is impossible, us in the case of a book, to 
get a copyright protection in time to be of use to him when he most needs 

37 Palmer v. DeWitt, was quoted with approval In Loew's v. Superior Ct., 115 P. 2d 
98:1	 (Cal. Snp. Ct. 1941) . 

.. tiO F. Supp. 615 (S.D.N.Y. 1943), al1'd 146 F. 2d 408 (2d Clr. 1944), cert, den. 325 
U.S. 1;62 (1945).	 . 

S. Unless the Federal courts have jurisdiction because of diversity of citizenship, common 
law copyright Is enforced in State courts. Wells v. Universal Pictures, 64 F. Supp, 852 
(S.D.N.Y.	 1945). 166 F. 2d 690 (2d Clr. 1948).

"§101(b).
"Beginning with H.R. 19853 (59th Cong., 1st Sess., 1906), introduced hy Congressman 

i90~~er, May 31, 1906; identical with S. 6330, Introduced hy Sen. Kltteridge, May 31, 

•• Held at the New York City Club May 31-June 2, 1905; Nov. 1-4, 1905; and March 
13-16, 1906, at the Library of Congress, Washlllgton, D.C. 

"It has been said that the early drafts of 1905 and 1906 contemplated protection of 
unpubl lshed work by a "reinforced common law copyright." WElL, ap. cit. 8upra note 
33 at 290 . 

.. Nov. 1905, at 494. 

62348-61--2 



6 COPYRIGHT LAW REVISION 

it * * * I ask, therefore, for the special privilege of depositing primarily a 
manuscript without printing, and having that manuscript identified as what we 
intended to copyright. 

Statutory copyright for those unpublished works which were regis
tered was clearly the intention of the Sulzer bills 4~ which provided in 
section 12: 

That copyright may also be had of the works * * * of which copies are not 
reproduced for sale, by deposit of one complete copy * * * 

The import of such deposits for purposes of securing copyright was 
determined by the following phrase in section 12 : 

* * * which deposit and claim shall constitute publication for the purpose 
of securing copyright * * * .. 

Section 11 of the Washburn bill 47 had substantially the same provi
sions as section 11 of the Copyright Act of 1909. It began by stating 
"that copyright may also be had of the works of an author, of which 
copies are not reproduced for sale." 4S The provision that deposit of a 
(f0PY constitutes publication for the purpose of securing copyright 
does not appear in the bills introduced subsequent to the Sulzer bill 
of January 5, 1909,or in the Act of 1909. 

This omission caused for some time a great deal of uncertainty not 
only in regard to the question of whether the words "work not repro
duced in copies for sale," mean "unpublished work" but also, if they 
~ean "unpublished work"," what the term of copyright in such works 
IS. 

This question was not decided until the Ninth Circuit Court con
strued section 23 of the Act of 1909 in Marx v, United States." This 
decision was followed in Shilkret v. Musioraft Reoords." The courts 
have interpreted what they thought to be the Congressional intent, and 
it is now thought to be established that copyright under section 12 is 
granted to unpublished works for 28 years from the date of regis
tration. 

b. Unpublished works regi~trable.-Section 2 of the statute con
templates, without distinction as to class, the common law protection 
of all unpublished works. Section 12, on the other hand, enumerates 
the classes of works "of which copies are not reproduced for sale," 52 

which may be copyrighted voluntarily by registration. Whether this 
enumeration is exclusive apparently has never been decided by any 
court, but the administrative practice of the Copyright Office 53 and 

.. H.R. 21984 and H.R. 25162, 60th Cong., 1st Sess., Introduced on May 12, 1908 and 
January 5. , 90!!. 

.. However. H.R. 22183, 60th Conif.., 1st Spss., Introduced on May 12. 1908 by Mr. 
Currier, continued to USe the term 'registration." Same: H.R. 24782, 60th Cong., 2d 
Sess., Introduced Dec. 19, 1908 by Mr. Barchfeld. 

., HiR, 2T310, 60th Cong., 2d Sess., introduced Jan. 28. 1909. 

.. Sec. 11, H.R. 28192, 60th Cong., 2d Sess., Introduced Feb. 15, 1909, by Mr: Currier, 
and sec. 11 of S. 9440, 60th Cong., 2d Sess., Introduced Feb. 22, 1909, by Senator Smoot 
are Identical with H.R. 217310. 

•• See the discussion In WElL, op. cit. supra, 289 et seq., also Mr. Solberg's statement 
during the hearings on H.R. 15263 and H.&. 20596, 62d Cong., 2d Sess., Jan./Feb. 
1912 (Townsend Amendment). at 112. 

0096 F. 2'd 204 (9th Clr. 1931'). • 
si 131 F. 2d 929 (2d Ctr, 1942), eert; den. 319 U.S. 742 (1943).
5' Whether this term means "unpublished" will be discussed infra III, I, 2. 
.. In the "Letter to the Librarian of Congress Concerning Certain Aspects of the Copy

right Act of March 4, 1909" (Government Printing Office, 1938) Col. Bouve, then Register
of Copyrights, said on p, 15: "The protection accorded under section 11 [12 Title 17, 
U.S.C.I was a departure from the normal process of securing copyright, and therefore must 
be deemed limited In Its operation to the kinds of works named therein, under the rule 
inclusio uniu8 c:tclusio alteriu8." 
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the commentaries of text writers 54 have been consistent in so con
struing it. 

As specified in section 12, therefore, statutory copyright is available, 
through voluntary registration, for unpublished works in the classes 
of lectures, etc., rrepared for oral delivery; dramatic, musical, or 
dramatico-musica compositions; photographs; motion pictures; 
works of art; and plastic works or drawings. In general, these are 
the classes of works that are commonly disseminated by performance 
or exhibition as distinguished from dissemination by the reproduction 
and sale of copies. But statutory copyright is not available, since 
registration is not provided for under section 12, to unpublished works 
in the classes of books, periodicals, maps, reproductions of works of 
art, and prints. Works in these latter classes are protected only by the 
common law until they are published. 

c. Term of copynght in unpublished registered works.-Neither 
section 10 nor section 12 states when the copyright term begins to run. 
III the case of published works, section 24 provides that "The copy
right secured by this title shall endure for twenty-eight years from the 
date of first publication * * *," thus determining both the beginning 
and the end of the term of copyright. The sole indication in the 
statute that unpublished works are protected for a limited time only 
is contained in section 214 which provides, in part, in the last sentence: 

No manuscript of an unpublished work shall be destroyed during its term 
of copyright • • • 

In Mam:v. United States 55 the court held: 
In view of the declared purpose to limit all copyrights to twenty-eIght years, 

sec. [24] should be construed, in the case of works of which copies are not repro
duced for sale, as having reference to the date of deposit • • • 

thus, fixing both the beginning and the end of the term in the case of 
unpublished works. 56 This interpretation seems to be logical and in 
accord with the intent of Congress. 51 But the statute is faulty in 
failing to indicate explicitly the beginning and the end of the copy
right term in works registered under section 12. 

"HOWELL, THE COPYRI'GHT 'LA.W 102 (1952 ed.) states: ''This act of grace
[registration under sec. 12] was accorded these particular classes because they are pri
marily adapted for performance or exhibition ... This section, therefore, being an 
exception to the general rule, must be deemed limited in Its operation to the kluds of 
works specifically named therein." Other textwriters make statements to the same eft'ect, 
citing no authority or citing the administrative rules of the Copyright Otllce. See: WElL, 
op, cit. 8upra note 33, at 291; AMDUR, COPYRIGHT LAW AND PRACTICE 441 (1936) ; 
BALL, LAW OF COPYRIGHT 129 (1944) ; DE WOLF, AN OUTLINE OF COPYRIGHT 
LAW 34 (1925)/; SOCOLOW, 2 LAW OF RADIO-BROADCASTING 1078 (1939) ; WARNER 
RADIO AND TEI,EVISION RIGHTS 236 (1953). Contra: FROHLICH AND SCHWARTZ, 
LAW OF MOTION PICTURES 504 (1917). 

"96 F. 2d 204 (9th Clr. 1938) . 
seTile decision In the Marx case was approved In Shllkret v. Muslcraft Records, 131 F. 

2d 929 (2d Cir. 1942), rrwer8ing 43 F. Supp. 184 (S.D.N.Y. 1941), cert. den. 319 U.S. 742 
(1943). 

"Marx v, U.S. suora: "It would appear that Congress Intended that the time limit 
prescribed by sec. 23 [24] should have application to all copyrights secured by the act." 
Bouve, "Letter to the Librarian" (8upra note 53) at 14: "There Is no specific provision In 
the Act as to the duration of copyright In an unpublished work, but section 23 L24] plainly
shows the general Intent of Congress to carry out the Constitutional direction by limiting
the term to twenty-eight years In the case of any work published In the first Instance, and 
there is nothing In the Act to Indicate an Intention to grant a different term to unpub
IIshed works • • • "-WEIL, on. cit. 8upra note 33, at 298, 303, maintains that deposit tB 
publication, that section 12 rpfel'ls to pUbli8hed works, and that, therefore, section 24 Is 
directly applicable to works registered under sec. 12. As to the rights In unpubltshed
works, the Court said In Sllllkret v. Muslcraft Records, 131 F. 2,d 929 (2<1 Clr, 1942), cert, 
den. 319 U.S. 742 (1943) : "By complying with section [1,2] an author gets the statutory 
rights speclfied In section 1 • • • ." 
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III. WHAT CONSTITUTES PUBLIOATION 

Publication has generally been thought to have a dual effect: it 
terminates common law protection, and it is the occasion for securing 
stat.utory copyright by placing a copyright notice on the published 
copies, 

Before the decision in Donaldson v. Becket,5S the exclusive and 
perpetual common law rights in a literary work presumably existed 
even after publication." These rights are now considered lost upon 
publication, and the only protection thereafter is held to exist under 
the copyright statute." The difficulty is to determine what constitutes 
publication, or conversely, what is an "unpublished work." 

One noted text writer spoke of publication in its broad sense as 
follows: 

Properly speaking, a work is published when it is communicated to the general 
public. Literary, dramatic, and musical compositions may be published by be
ing read, represented, or performed, or by the circulation of printed or manu
script copies. Paintings, works of sculpture, and similar productions, are pub
lished, when publicly exhibited. In short, to publish a thing is to make it 
public by any means or in any manner of which it is capable of being communi
cated to the public." 

In a logical and practical sense, communication to the public in 
any manner might be considered an abandonment of control over the 
property and hence a "dedication" of the work to the public." 

However, because the copyright law originally protected only books 
and other printed works, the concept of publication under the statuto 
has generally been confined to the distribution of visual copies of 
the work, excluding other modes of dissemination such as public per
formance and the distribution of sound recordings. Traditionally 
the courts followed the same concept as to what constitutes such pub
lication as will terminate common law rights; but, as will be discussed 
below, there has been a recent trend in court decisions toward the 
view that wide dissemination of a 'York, particularly through the 
distribution of sound recordings, is publication terminating common 
law rights, even though such dissemination cannot be the occasion 
for securing statutory copyright. 
1. Statu~ory Definition of Publication 

The only definition regarding "publication" in the copyright law 
is that of "the date of publication" in section 26. Weil states 63 that 
"this definition sufficiently describes the publication of books, prints, 
motion pictures, casts and all of those literary and artistic products 
which are reproduced in copies * * * It refers to the simpler forms of 
publication * * *" 

During the Copyright Conference of June 1905, Mr. Bowker sug
gested the followmg definition of "publication": 64 

'8 House of Lords, 4 Burr, 2408 (1774) . 
.. Thus Millar v. Taylor, 4 Burr. 2303. 
.. DRONE, op. cit. note 1, 8upra at 116. 
II [d. at 110. 
0' Wheaton v. Peters, 8 Pet. 491 (1834). In Nat. Comics Pubs. v, Fawcett Pubs., 191 F. 

2d 094 (2d Clr. 10(1), op. clarified 198 F. 2d 927 (2d Clr. 19(2), Judge Learned Hand 
said that publication without Intent to abandon the right was not dedication but forfeiture. 

«J WElL, op, cit. 8upra note 33 at 120, 126. 
.. Stenographic Report· • • Conference on Copyright, May-June 1900 (Copyright

Office) at 160. . 
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...... publication consists in the making and offering for public sale by the 
author or with his authority of printed copies or reproductions by any process 
of [a] literary or artistic work ...... 

Mr. Bowker later proposed to redefine publication as "the making 
and offering for public sale by the author, or the copyright proprietor 
of copies or reproductions by any process, or in any form." es 

Mr. Putnam, the Librarian of Congress, cautiously stated during 
the Congressional Hearings on the copyright bills: 66 

.. .. .. there is a definition of the date of publication where copies are repro
duced for sale or distribution" .... It is limited to that because, after discus
sion, the conference did not seem to be able, .. .. .. to suggest a definition for 
"publication" in the case of works of art, for instance, of which copies are not 
reproduced. It seemed to those who were advising us, a dangerous thing to 
attempt. 

During the Congressional Hearings of December 1906 the question 
of defining publication was again raised in an interchange between 
Congressman Currier and Mr. Livingstone representing- the Print 
Publishers' Association." Mr. Currier asked for suggestions but Mr. 
Livingstone declared against any definition which would render a 
work of art published before the first authorized vending or public 
distribution. While there occurred several other discussions on the 
word "publication," 6S none of them led to a definition of the term. 
13. Court Decisions Defining Publication 

a. "Limited" publication.-Even in the case of the distribution of 
copies of a work the courts have made distinctions between "limited" 
and "general" publication, the former not constituting publication in 
the copyright sense. 

In Ladd v. Oenard 69 it was held that issuing copies of a book by 
making it available to subscribers with the restriction that it should 
not be passed on to anyone else, was a general publication despite the 
restriction. Said the court : 

...... there was no limit placed ...... on the extent or number of persons 
to whom the book might be distributed under the conditions which they had 
provided. 

In Jeweler's Mercantile Agency v. Jeweler's Weekly Publishing 
Oo.~o the New York Court of Appeals defined general publication a~ 
follow's: 

...... the present state of the law is that if a book be put within reach of the 
general public, so that all may have access to it, no matter what limitations be 
put upon the use of it • ...., it is published, and what is known as the common
law copyright, or right of first publication, Is gone. 

Both in the Ladd and the Jeweler's Mercantile Agency cases dis
tribution of the copies was made to an unlimited number of persons. 
As Weil has pointed out," only a private communication should be 

'" Op. cit. supra note 64 (March 1906) at 421 . 
.. Hear~ng. on S. 6330 and H.R. 19853, 59th Cong., tst Seas. (June 1906) at 71 . 
., Hearmgs, Dec. 1906 at 101. 
.. Ibid., .Tune 1906 at 66, 67, 70, Dec. 1906 at 165. 
.. 75 Fl'd. 705 (D. Mass. 1896).
70 32 N.Y. Supp. 41 (1895), rev'a 155 N.Y. 241. 49 N.FJ. 872 (1898). For other cases 

see : WARNER, RADIO AND TELEVISION RIGHTS (1953) 866-868, notes : Schlottman 
"The Doctrine of 'Limited Puhllcatlon In the Law of Lltera ry Property Compared with 
the Doctrine of Experimental Use In the Law of Patents," 5 COPYRIGHT LAW SYM
POSIUM (ASCAP) 37 (1954). 

n WElL, op. cit. sllpra note 33, 123, 124, citing Werckml'lster v, American Lithographic 
ce., 134 Fed. 321 (2d Clf. 1904). 
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called a "limited" publication. But Wei! also called a "limited" pub
lication (in the usual sense) a "contradiction in terms, either meaning 
a private communication, which is no publication, or one where the 
rights of the immediate parties rest in contract, governed by principles 
other than that of the la w of copyright." 72 

In White v. Kimmell,73 which involved the making and distribution 
of less than one hundred manuscript copies, the court said: 

We adopt as a fair summary of the applicable principle [the] statement [of 
the lower court] that a limited publication which communicates the contents 
of a manuscript to a definitely selected group and for a limited purpose, and 
without the right of diffusion, reproduction, distribution or sale, is considered 
a "limited publication," which does not result in loss of the author's common 
law right to his manuscript * * * 

b. Public performance as publioation.-Public performance of a 
work, though the work is thereby disseminated to a wide and un
limited public, has generally been considered not to constitute publica
tion of the performed work. 

In Ferris v, Frohmami" which was decided under the Copyright 
Act of 1891, action was brought to restrain the production of an in
fringing play which had been largely copied from the original and 
had been copyrighted in the United States. The original play was 
registered for copyright in England, but not in the United States 
where it had been publicly performed. The Court held that there 
was no U.S. statute by virtue of which common-law right was lost 
through the performane of the unpublished play. The court stated 
the rule as follows: 

The public representation of a dramatic composition, not printed and pub
lished, does not deprive the owner of his common-law right, save by operation 
of statute. At common law, the public performance of the play is not an 
abandonment of it to the public use." 

The result of this rule is that as long as a work is not issued to the 
public in copies, it may continue to enjoy perpetual protection under 
the common law, though disseminated In performances to the widest 
possible.public. 

The result of the Ferris rule has been questioned by several com
mentators. Thus, one writer has thought that it is "abhorrent to 
the central theme of Copyright to permit the dramatist or composer 
to exploit his work, and that in a way most appropriate to the medium 
without exacting the usual time limits on hIS monopoly." 76 

Under the Berne-Brussels Convention 77 and under the Universal 
Copyright Convention 78 public performance is not publication. But 
in most of the countries of the world, where the term of copyright is 
not measured from publication, the time limit on copyright applies 
to unpublished works (or at least to works publicly disseminated as 
by public performance) as well as to published works." 

.2 JrI. at 153. 
13 193 F. 2d 744, 746 (9th Clr.), rehearing denie(l, cert, denied, 343 U.S. 957 (1952),

reversing on, the facts 94 F. Supp. 502 (S.D. Cal. 19(0). The lower court, 94 F. Supp, 502 
(S.D. Cal. 19(0) Discussed at great lencth the traditional dlfl'erenee between "general"
and "limited" publteatton. But ct, American Visuals Corp. v. Holland, 239 F. 2d 740 (2d
Ctr. 19(6); Continental Cas. Co. v, Beurdsley, 113 U.S.P.Q. 181 (S.D.N.Y. 1957) . 

•, 223 U.S. 424 (1912).
 
7' Ic1. at p. 435.
 
• 6 Kaplan, Publication in OOPlIrlght Law, 103 U. PA. L. REV. 469, 479 (1955) •
 
.. Art. 4 (4).
 
TOArt. VI.
 
TOSee'infra, IV, 4.
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One writer 80 has thought that the Ferris case, decided under the 
Copyright Act of 1891 which made no provision for securing statutory 
copyright in works that were publicly performed, should not be fol
lowed under the 1909 Act which permits, though it does not require, 
the securing of statutory copyright in certain unpublished works 
by registration." He apparently argues that since statutory copy
right is now available, for works that are publicly performed, the 
statutory mode of protection should be deemed to supersede the 
common-law right when public performance takes lllace.82 

The courts have consistently followed the rule in the Ferris case 
in holding that public performance is not publication. 

In McOarthy and Fischer v. White 83 the court said: 
It is .,. .,. .,. well settled that the public performance of a dramatic or musical 

composition is not an abandonment to the public. [citing Ferris v, Frohman]. 
Only a publication of the manuscript will amount to an abandonment .,. .,. .,. 

Thus, in the M eOarthy case, "publication" was defined in the strict 
sense of publication in the form of copies. 

In Nutt v. National Institute 8' the court repeated the statement in 
the McOarthy case, just quoted. Here the court considered public 
delivery a limited publication, holding: 

Common law rights are not lost by a limited publication as distinguished from 
the general publication. By"''''''' section [2] there Is reserved to authors all 
common law rights .,. .,. .,. prior to [the] enactment [of the Act of 1909] and the 
decisions of the courts relating to common law rights prior to the passage of 
the Act of 1909 have not changed the rule. (Ferris v. Frohman [cit. om.]; 
Photo-Drama Motion Picture 00. v, Social Uplift Film Oorp. [cit. om.]). 

In Uproar 00. v, National Broadcasting 00.8 5 it was held that the 
"rendering of the performance before the microphone cannot be held 
an abandonment of ownership * * * by the proprietors or a dedica
tion * .,. .,. to the public .,. * *" 86 

As to whether the public exhibition of motion pictures constitutes 
publication, it was held in Patterson v, Oentwry Productions 81 that 
gratuitious exhibition of a motion picture to select groups did not 
amount to publication, especially where the prints could not be used 
except in a specified, strictly limited and non-commercial way. In 
De Mille 00. v, Oasey 88 the court equated public exhibition of a motion 
picture with public performance, saying that "performance * * * has 
never been held to be publication." 

The only case which may be interpreted as regarding a performance
 
from filmed copies as publication, seems to be BlaIM v. Lantz.,89 where
 
the court said:
 

.,. .,..,. distribution and exhibition of these films in commercial theatres
 
throughout the world constitutes so general a pubttcatton > .,..,. as to result
 
in the loss of the common law copyright....
 

". BelvIn. Should Performance Dedicate, 42 CAL. L. REV. 40 (1954). 
81 Sec. 11 ot the 1909 Act. now Sec. 12 or Title 17. U.S.C. 
.. Belvin. op. cit. supra note 80, at 45. Kaplan, op. cit. supra note 76, at 479" dtsagreea

since statutory copyrIght tor such works is merely optIonal and no penalty 18 attached 
to the rallure to exercise that option. 

13 259 Fed. 364 (S.D.N.Y. 1919) • 
•• 31 F. 2d 236 (2d Cir. 1929j. CrIticized by Belvin, loco cU. supra note 80, at 43,46. 
.. 8 F. SuPP. 358 (Mass. 1934 , afT'd 81 F. 2d 373 (1st Clr. 1936) .
 
.. CIting Ferris r, Frohman: Nutt v, National Instltnte; McCarthy and Fischer v. White,
 

sur,ra.
'93 F. 2d 489 (2d Clr. 1937), cert, denied 808 U.S. 655 (1938) • 
.. 121 MIsc. 78.201 N.Y.S. 20 (Sup. Ct. 1923). 
It 83 U.S.P.Q. 187 (Cal. Sup. Ct. 1949).
"The court construed 1988 ot the Cal. Clv. Code which refers to the case where "the 

owner 01 a product ot the mind Intentionally makes it publfe," 
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But even this decision relied primarily on distribution of copies 
in the form of motion pictures: 
by * * * electing to exploit it commercially * * * by reproducing his work in 
a tangible form permitting general circulation, by way of copies * * * plaintiff 
has lost his right to the exclusive property * * * 

Summarizing the holdings of the courts, it seems to be the accepted 
practice 91 to consider public performance of a work either as "limited" 
publication, or as no publication. Thus, even where a work is per
formed for an audience of millions, as in broadcasts, the work remains 
unpublished and the common law rights in it remain intact. 

c. Sale of records as publioation.-Another question is whether the 
making and sale of sound recordings is a publication of the recorded 
work. In the last several years this question has much exercised the 
courts and the copyright bar. 

In the celebrated case of White-Smith v. Apollo,92 it was held by the 
Supreme Court that piano music rolls were not copies of the musical 
work. The Court said that a copy was "a written or printed 
record-in intelligible notation" in a "form which others can see and 
read." This holding has been used ever since to refuse accepting 
records as copies and their sale as publication of the musical or literary 
work recorded. 

In Yacoub ian v, (Iarroll " the court. held, in a very brief opinion, 
that the sal~ of phonograph records of .a compositio~ register~d under 
section 12 did not affect the copyright III the unpublished work. The 
court apparently considered that the making and sale of records did 
not constitute a publication of the work. 

This traditional view was subjected to attack by Judge Igoe's opin
ion in Shapiro, Bemstein. v. Miracle Record 00.94 In that case the 
musical work was not protected by statutory copyright at the time 
records of it were made and sold. In a dictum (the plaintiff was de
feated on the ground that his work was not copyrightable because it 
was not an original composition ) Judge Igoe said: 

It seems to me that production and sale of a phonograph record is fully as 
much of a publication as production and sale of sheet music. 

and that the sale of records would therefore have terminated any com
mon law rights. 

On motion for a new trial, the plaintiff argued that records are not 
copies of the recorded musical work, that the sale of records therefore 
does not constitute publication of the work andhence does not destroy 
common law rights. Judge Igoe reinforced his previous statement 
as follows: 

It seems to me that publication is a practical question * * * When phono
graph records * * * are available for purchase In every city, town and hamlet, 
certainly the dissemination of the composition to the public is complete * * * 
The Copyright Code grants a monopoly only under limited conditions. If plain
tiff's argument is to succeed here, then a perpetual monopoly is granted without 
the necessity of compliance with the Copyright Act. 

If phonograph records were deemed "copies" of the recorded musi
cal work, the decision would be in accord with the well-established 
principle that general unrestricted distribution of copies is publica

V1 Except possibly Blanc v. Lantz, 88 U.S.P.O. 187 (Cal. Sup. Ct. 1949) • 
.. 209 U.S. 1 (1908) • 
•a 74 U.S.P.O. 257 (S.D. Cal. 1947) • 
.. 91 F. Supp. 473 (N.D. Ill. 1950). 
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tion. But the court said it was immaterial whether records were 
"copies" within the purview of the statute, and held the sale of 
records to be publication under the common law. However, in a fur
ther dictum Judge Igoe said that if the musical work had been copy
righted (as by registration of the unpublished work}, the sale of 
records would not have affected the statutory copyright. 

Judge Igoe's dicta in the Shapiro, Bernstein case 9~ were repeated 
by Judge Liebell in sau, Music v. Oromwell Mu..~ic.96 The court 
there said: 

The manufacture and sale of phonograph records In this country by a person 
or corporation duly authorized • • • would have constituted a publication,
capable of destroying [the] common law copyright. If [the owner] had obtained 
a statutory copyright prior to the manufacture and sale of the phonograph 
records, the sale of the records would have no effect on [the] rights, which 
would then be based on the copyright statute. 

If these dicta of Judges Igoe and Leibell represent a correct appli
cation of the common law so that the sale of records constitutes publi
cation, but if, at the same time, records are not "copies" under the 
statute, the result would seem to be that the sale of records of an un
registered work is sufficient to terminate common law rights without 
being sufficient to secure statutory copyright by publication with the 
copyright notice. If, on the other hand, the courts were to hold that 
records are "copies" of the recorded work under the present statute, 
statutory copyright could be secured upon the sale of records by plac
ing an appropriate copyright notice on the records. But the sale of 
records without the notice would not only fail to secure copyright; it 
would divest a statutory copyright previously secured by registration 
of the unpublished work or by publication of sheet music with the 
notice. And on the assumption heretofore made that records are not 
"copies" of the work, innumerable records have been sold without a 
copyright notice. . 

The views expressed by Judges Igoe and Leibell may have been in
duced by an understandable aversion to permitting common law rights 
to continue perpetually after the work has been widely distributed to 
the public in the form of records, while, in accordance with the con
stitutional provision, protection under the copyright statute is limited 
in duration. This consideration was stated by Judge Learned Hand 
in his dissenting opinion in the more recent case of Oapitol Records 
v, MermuryRecorde Corp," 

In the Oapitol Records case, all three judges agreed that a virtuoso's 
recorded performance could be made copyrightable under the Fed
eral Constitution, but that Congress had not done so in the Copyright 
Act. The majority held that under the common law of New York, the 
sal~ of records of the virtuoso's performance did not constitute publi
cation of the performance and hence was not a dedication of the vir
tuoso's common law right to copy and sell the record." 

.. 91 F. Supp. 473 (N.D. Ill. 1950). 
"1126 F. Supp. 54 (S.D.N.Y. 1954). Accord: Biltmore v. Klttlnl!'er. (unreported) cIvil 

nctton No. 13937-WB., B.D. Cal. (Jan. 19:14), mOIUf!ell 238 F. 2d 873 (9th Clr. 19:16) 
eer . den. 352 U.S. 954 (19561. 

"'221 F.2d 657 (2d Clr. 19511), afTIrming 109 F. Supp. 330 (S.D.N.Y. 1952) • 
.. The majority opinion said that RCA Mfg. Co. v. Whiteman, 114 F. 2d 86 (2d Clr. 

1940), which had held that the sale of records was a publication which terminated com. 
mon law rights in the recorded performance, was no longer the law of New York. The 
majority relied on the later case of Metropolitan Opera Assn. v. Wagner-Nichols Recorder 
.f9tP(i9~~9).Mi8C. 786, 101 N.Y.S. 2d 483 (1950), afT'lI 279 App. mv. 632, 1Q7 N.V.S. 2d 
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While the Oapitol Reoords case dealt with a recording of a virtuoso's 
performance which is not. copyrightable under the statute, Judge 
Hand's dissenting opinion is particularly noteworthy as setting forth 
the dilemma inherent in the question of whether the sale of records 
constitutes publication of the recorded work under tho present. law. 
As to whether publication was a matter of State law he said: 

• • • [the States] could grant to an author a perpetual monopoly. although 
he exploited the "work" with all the freedom he would have enjoyed, had it 
been copyrighted. I cannot believe that the faIlure of Congress to include withIn 
the Act all that the [constitutional] clause covers. should give the states so wide 
a power. To do so would pro tanto defeat the overriding purpose of the clause, 
which was to grant only for "limited times" the untrammeled exploitation of 
an author's "writIngs." 

Judge Hand then observed that the case presented a dilemma: if the 
sale of records was publication, the common law protection was termi
nated and no statutory protection was available; but he disliked the 
premise that, if the sale of records was not publication, the common 
law rights would be perpetual and would not be subject to other limi
tations imposed upon copyrighted works by the Copyright Act. He 
concluded: 

I recognIze that under the vIew I take the plaIntiff can have only a very 
limited use of Its records If It hopes to keep its monopoly. That is Indeed a 
harsh limitation, since It cannot copyright them; but I am not satisfied that 
the result Is unjust, when the alternative is a monopoly unlimIted both In time 
and use. 

In 1909, publication of musical compositions took place by printing 
them in sheet form; but today many musical works, particularly in 
the popular field, are first produced on records, and some are never 
printed in sheet form. If the sale of records is not considered pub
lication, the owner of the common law right can exploit his work fully, 
except. by printing copies, and continue to assert his exclusive rights 
perpetually. On the other hand, if the sale of records of an unpub
lished work were publication under the common law, no records could 
be sold without loss of the common law rights, and statutory copyright 
could not now be secured except by registration beforehand. The 
confusion is further compounded by the possibility that whether the 
sale of records is common law publication may vary from one juris
diction to another. And as the sale of records has not generally been 
considered publication under the statute, the author or his successor 
must register his unpublished work before selling records or run the 
risk of losing all rights when the records are sold. 

In summary, the historical dichotomy of common law protection 
prior to publication and statutory protection after publication has, 
under modern conditions, created uncertainties and questionable re
sults: (1) there are some areas of uncertainty as to what constitutes 
publication; (2) in some instances publication under the common law 
IS not the same as publication under the statute, though the same act of 
"publication" that terminates common law protection was historically 
supposed to afford the opportunity to secure statutory protection; (3) 
while the policy of the Constitution is to provide copyright protection 
"for limited times," a work not published in copies may be protected 
perpetually under the common law, even though it is widely dissemi
nated to the public by other means. 
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It seems evident that our present copyright law regarding the con
cept of publication and the protection of unpublished works should 
be subjected to a reexamination. It will be shown briefly how other 
countries have solved the problem of protecting "unpublished" works 
and what previous legislative attempts to solve it have been made in 
this country. 

IV.	 PROTECTION OF UNPUBLISHED 'WORKS IN INTERNATIONAL CONVEN
TIONS AND FOREIGN LAWS 

1. Under the Universal Copyright Convention 
Since the United States has ratified the Universal Copyright Con

vention 99 (referred to below as the UCC), any revision of the copy
right law respecting unpublished works must take into account the 
obligations incumbent on the United States to protect foreign unpub
lished works in accordance with the provisions of the UCC.100 

The UCC provides that unpublished foreign works entitled to pro
tection under the Convention are to be given protection without for
malities.'?' The term of protection for works registered prior to pub
lication may be computed from the date of registration 102 and must 
not be less than 25 years from that date ;103 otherwise, it might be 
argued that the term for unpublished works not so registered must be 
not less than the life of the author and 25 years after his death.1001 

The distinction between published and unpublished works is signifi
cant under the UCC for the following purposes: 

(1) Works first published in any Convention country are to 
be protected in other Convention countries.>" 

(2) Formalities may be required by a Convention country for 
works first published in its own territory.?" 

(3) The period of protection may be computed from the date 
of first publication or from the date of registration prior to publi
oation.''" 

(4) A notice may be required, in lieu of other formalities, on 
all published copies of a work.10s 

.. With effect as of September 16, 1955. 
'00 Article II, paragraph 2 of the Universal Copyrtglrt Convention provides as follows: 

"2. UnpUblished works of nationals of each Contracting State shall enjoy the same pro
tection as that other State accords to unpublished works of Its own nationals." 

,., Article III, paragraph 4 of the UCC, provides: "4. In each Contracting State there 
shatl be legal means of protecting without fonnalitles. the unpublished works of nationals 
of other Contracting States." The U.S. copyright statute now provides statutory protec
tion for unpublished works of certain classes upon registration. Since the UCC requires
that foreign unpublished works be afforded protection without rormanttee, the U.S. could 
not require regtstratton of such works. 'l'helr protection without formalities is now 
afforded in the U.S. under the common law. 

''''' The term for unpubllshad works registered under sec. 12 of the U.S. statute, 17 U.S. C.• 
i9 computed from the date of registration. See Shllkret v. Musicraft Records, Ine., -131 
F. 2d 929 (2d Cir. W42) . Marx v. United States, 96 F. 2d 204 (9th Clr. 1938). 

lOS UCC, Art. IV, 2, third paragraph. The period in the U.S. is now 28 years with the 
prfvtlege of renewal for another 28 years.

'" UCC, Art. IV, 2, first paragraph. RegistratIon of unpublished works under section 
12 of the present U.S. statute is voluntary. For unpublished works not registered, the 
U.S. now provides protection with no time llmlt under the common law. Since the 
formallty of registration could no t be made a requirement, quaere whether the U.S. 
statute, if It were to impose a llmlted term on all unpubllshed works, would be obliged 
to provide, for foreign unpubltshed works entitled to protection under the uce, a term 
Of not less than the life of the author and 25 years atter his death. unless such works 
were voluntarily registered. 

,.. See UCC, Art. n, 1': Art. III, 2. Works of a national of any Convention country are 
to be protected in other Convention countries whether pUblished or unpublished: UCC, Art. 
II,1 and 2. 

'" UCC, Art. III, 2. 
107 UCC, Art. IV, 2, second and third paragraphs• 
• 01 vec, Art. III, 1. 
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(5) No formalities may be required for unpublished works.l oB 

Publication, for the purposes of the UCC, is defined as meaning "the 
reproduction in tangible form and the general distribution to the 
public of copies of a work from which it can be read or otherwise 
visually perceived." 110 

It seems clear that in providing protection for foreign works under 
the UCC, public performance and the sale of sound recordings could 
not be deemed publication. Thus, in revising the U.S. copyright law, 
the works of nationals of other Convention countries which arelub
licly performed or issued in the form of sound recordings (an not 
distributed in visual copies) must be given the protection required by 
the Convention for unpublished works, i.e., without requiring a notice 
or other formalities, and (unless voluntarily registered) perhaps for 
a term of not less than the life of the author and 25 years after his 
death. 
f3.	 Under the Berne Oonvention 

The Berne Convention 111 protects, in all member countries other 
than the country of origin, works firstrublished in a member country 
and unpublished works by nationals 0 member countries of the Con
vention.!" This protection is granted without formalities 113 and 
subsists, normally, for the life of the author and fifty years after his 
death.'> 

While the distinction between published and unpublished works is 
not of importance in regard to formalities and the normal. term of 
protection, it is significant in several respects: 

(1) Works first published in a country of the Union are pro
tected in all other Union countries whether the author is a na
tional of a Union country 115 or of a non-Union country.!" 

(2) The term of fifty years after the death of the author 111 is 
subject to several exceptions; among them is the provision that 
anonymous and pseudonymous works are protected for fifty years 
from the date of their publication.?" 

"Published" works are defined 119 as works copies of which have 
been issued and made available in sufficient quantities to the public, 
whatever may be the means of manufacture of the copies. Perform
ance, exhibition and presentation of a literary or artistic work, and 
construction of an architectural work are not considered publication.P? 
The Berne Convention is silent on the question of whether sale of 

'08 UCC, Art. HI, 4.
 
110 Uco, Art. VI.
 
111 As revised at Brussels In 1948.
 
llO Art. 4(1) : "Authors who are nationals of any of the countries of the Union, shall
 

enjoy In countries other than the country of origin of the work, for their works, whether 
unpublished or first published In 11 country of the Union, the rights which their respective
laws do now or may hereafter grant to their nationals, as well as the rights speclally
granted by this Convention." 

'" Art. 4 (2) : "The enjoyment lind the exercise of these rights shall not be subject to 
any formality; • • ." 

1" Art. 7 (1 h
 
115 Art. 4 (1 ) .
 
11.' Art. 6(1).
 
111 Art. 7 (1 ) .
 
118 Art. 7(4).
 
110 Art. 4 (4 ) .
 
1JJJIbid.
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records is publication.l" The laws of the member countries vary In 

this respect.':" 
s. Under the Pan American Conventions 

a. The Buenos Aires Convention of 1910.123-The Buenos Aires Con
vention contains no specific reference to protection of unpublished 
works. Even Article 3rd, which provides, somewhat ambiguously, 
that the "acknowledgement of a copyright obtained in one State in 
conformity with its laws, shall produce its effect of full right, in all 
other States" seems to refer only to published works, because, in order 
to be protected "there shall appear in the work a statement that indi
cates the reservation of the property right." This requirement of a 
copyright notice seems hardly applicable to unpublished works. 

"Publication" determines the country of origin of a work. The 
country of origin is deemed the country of first publication in America, 
and if a work has simultaneously appeared in several signatory coun
tries, the country with the shortest term of protection is considered 
the country of origin.'> 

b. The Washington Convention of 1946.125-This Convention pro
tects unpublished works.v'" and does not permit the requirement of 
formalities for the protection of works originating in other con
tracting countries.>" However, in order to facilitate the utilization 
of literary, scientific, and artistic works, the use of a copyright notice 
is "encouraged" and a form for that notice is suggested.':" The dura
tion of copyright is governed by the law of the contracting State in 
which copyright was originally obtained but it is limited by the term 
of copyright in the country in which protection is claimed.v'" 

The Washington Convention makes no special distinctions between 
published and unpublished works and contains no definition of "pub
lication". The significance and definition of publication are appar
ently left to the law of each contracting State. 
4. In the Laws of Foreign Countries 

The copyright statutes of foreign countries generally provide for 
protection of all unpublished as well as published works. The dual 
system in the U.S. of common law protection for works while they 

121 This question was considered at the Brussels Conference of 1948. The report of 
the Revlalon Conference held at Brussels contains the following on page 177 (t ransl. 
I'rom the French. W.S.) : "The SpaniRh delegation pointed out that the concept of pub-. 
IIcation ('edition') had greatl{ developed because of technical progress, particularly In 
regard to musical works •• Fort~' rears ago there was only one method of fixing
sounds, that Is by written notation which could be read directly by a few specialists.
Today. sounds can be fixed on records. Therefore, records must he considered publica
tion ('edition') under the Convention. The British delegntion held, on the other hand, 
that the rlg-ht of performance and the right to copy are distinct rights, and that a per
formance of a work Is not a copy In the Anglo-Saxo n Law. A film or a record Is the 
fixation of a performance of a work but not a copy of the work." 

"" See infra Great Britain. France. 
,saThe United States has ratllled the Buenos Aires Convention. 
,2< Art. 7. 
1211 The United States has not ratified the Washington Convention. 
120 Art. IV, 1: "Each of the Contracting States agrees to recognize and protect within 

Its territory the rights of authors In unpublished works. The present Convention shall 
not be construed to annul or limit the rl!!ht" of an author in h!s unpubllshed work, nor 
his right to prevent Its reproduction, publication, Or use without his consent, nor his right 
to obtain damages therefor." 

127 Art. IX provides as follows: "When a work created by a national of anv Contracting
State or by an allen domiciled therein has secured protection In that State. the other 
Contracting States shall grant protection to the work without requiring regls·tratlon, de
poslt or other formality. Such protection shall be that accorded by the present Convert
tlon and that which the Contracting States now accord to their nationals or shall here
after accord In conformity with thelr laws." 

128 Art. X. 
1211Art. VIII. 
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remain unpublished, and statutory protection after they are published, 
has no counterpart in any other country. Even in Great Britain, 
where this dual system originated, and in the other countries of the 
British Commonwealth, common law protection for unpublished works 
has been abolished, and protection of unpublished as well as published 
works is governed by the copyright statute. 

Broadly speaking, the foreign laws treat published and unpublished 
works alike in many respects, but they have found it ne.cessary to 
differentiate between the two for some purposes. 

Among the countries where registration is required, some require 
registration for published works only, with registration being volun
tary for unpublished works.':" In other countries, registration is 
required for both unpublished and published works alike.13l 

In countries having a notice requirement (whether for all classes of 
works, for certain kinds of works, or for the reservation of certain 
rights), this requirement is generally confined to published copies 
of the works.>" 

Where no formalities such as registration and notice are required
as is generally true (with certain exceptions) in the countries of the 
Berne Union-there is, of course, no occasion to differentiate between 
unpublished and published works in regard to such requirements. 

In many countries where registration is not required, the deposit 
of copies for the enrichment of national libraries is required (though 
not as a condition of copyright protection). The deposit requirement 
is generally limited to published copies. 

Where the duration of copyright is based on the life of the author, 
as it is in most foreign countries.>" that term-for works by identified 
natural persons-is usually applied to published and unpublished 
works alike. But it is not feasible to base the duration of copyright 
on the life of the author in the case of anonymous or pseudonymous 
works, or works by juridical entities.v" For such works foreign laws 
usually provide for a term of copyright computed from the date of 
first publication 135 or, in a few instances, from the date of first public 
dissemination.l" and no specific provision is made for the duration of 
copyright in such works that are not published or not publicly dis
seminated. 

Some foreign countries also provide a special term based on the 
date of publication or public dissemination for works that are not 
published or not disseminated until after the death of the author.r" 

10. E.g.. In Argentina, Law of 19,33. Arts. 57-68; the Philippines, Law of 1924, sees, 
11, 12; Spain. Law of 1879. Arts. 33-45; Brazil, Law of 1916. as amended. Art. 67:1. 

13, E.~.. In Chile, Law of 1925, as amended, Arts. 1, 9, 14-18; Colombia, Law of 1946, 
Arts. 73-89. 

132 E.g., In Argentina, Law of 1933. Art. 63; the Philippines, Law of 1924, sec. 16; 
Denmark (for photographs), Law of 1911, § 1; Dominican Republic (for the reservation 
of translation rl~hts), Law of 1947, Art. 18. 

133 Twenty-seven countries have adopted the term of Art. 7 of the Berne-Brussels Con
vention. I.e., life of the author and 50 years thereafter; 3 countries have life plus 80 
years; 1 country has life plus 60 years; 1 country has life plus 40 years; 12 countries 
have life plus 30 years; 2 countries have life plus 25 years; 4 countries have life plus
20 years. 

13' Many conn tries purport to recognize only natural persons as authors; but if no such 
persons are named as the authors, the work is treated as anonymous In which case the 
puhllsher or disseminator (which may be a corporate organization) Is regarded as the 
eopvrtzht owner. 

ra E.g., United Klnedom Copyright Act, 1956, Sec. 49(2) ; French Law of 1957, Art. 
22; Argentine Law of 1933. Art. 8. 

13. E.g., German Law of 1901, § 31 ; Ttaltnn Law of 1941, Art. 27; Mexican Law of 1956,
Art.20. 

m Other countrIes apply the regular term of 8 period of years after the author's death, 
without regard to the date of posthumous publication or dissemination. 
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In France/88 and Mexico.f" for example, the term for posthumous 
works is a period of years after publication. In Japan, the term for 
works first published or publicly performed after the death of the 
author is 30 years from such publication or public performance; 140 

and in Italy, works disseminated for the first time within 20 years 
after the author's death are protected for 50 years after such dis
semination.v" In Germany, where the basic term of protection for 
both unpublished and published works runs for 50 years after the 
death of the author, a work first published more than 40 years after 
the author's death is protected for 10 years from publication.>" Under 
the new law of the United Kingdom, if a work has not been dissemi
nated (by publication, public performance, offering for sale of records, 
or broadcasting) before the death of the author, copyright continues 
to subsist until 50 years after such dissemination; 148 presumably copy
right in works not disseminated continues indeflnitely.!" 

Moreover, the date of publication or public dissemination is used 
in some countries as the basis for computing the term of copyright 
for certain classes of works, notably phoiographs.v" motion pictures.>" 
and sound recordings.-" 

In many countries a distinction is also made between published and 
unpublished works in regard to the protection of foreign works. Un
der the Berne Convention the protection of published works depends 
upon publication in a member country, while the protection of un
published works depends upon the fact that the author is a national 
of a Berne country. In countries adhering to the Universal Copyright 
Convention, the fact of publication in a member country is similarly 
one criterion for protection; and both published and unpublished 
works are entitled to protection if the author is a national of another 
member country, regardless of the place of first publication. 

V. LEGISATIVE PROPOSALS REGARDING PROTE<rrION OF UNPUBLISHED 

WORKS 

Between 1924 and 1940 a number of bills for the general revision 
of the copyright law were introduced in Congress but none of them 
was enacted into law. 148 All these bills contained some provision for 
the protection of unpublished works; some of them preserved the 

". French Law of 1957 Art. 23. 
,.. Mexican Law of 1956, Art; 20. 
1<0 Japanese Law of 1899, as amended, Art. 4. 
141 italian Law of 1941, Art. 81. 
141 German Law of 1901, as amended, § 29. 
141 U.K. Copyright Act 1956 Sec. 2. 
,.. As Is true- today In the b.s. where unpublished works (unless voluntarily registered)

enjoy unlimited protection under the common law. But It such works were protected
In the U.S. under the statute, the Constitution would require that the term be limited. 

,.. E.g., date of publication In the German Law of 1907, as amended, 126; Japanese
Law of 1809, as amended, Art. 23; Argentine Law of 1933, Art. 84. Date of dissemination 
In the Netherlands Law of 1912, as amended, Art. 40. -Jn Japan the term for unpublished
photographs runs from creation. In Canada, REV. STAT., 1952, Ch. 55, Sec. 9, the 
term for all photographs runs from creation. . 

,.. E.g., date of publication In the U.K. Copyright Act, 1956, Sec. 13(3); Argentine
Law of 1933, Art. 34. Date of dissemination In the Netherlands Law of 1912, as amended,
Art. 40 : italian Law of 1941, Art. 32; Austrian Law of 1936, § 62. In Italy and Austria, 
If the 111m Is not disseminated the term runs from Its creation. 

'" In the U.K. the term of protection for sound recordings runs from the date ot jlubll·
cation: U.K. Copyright Act, 1956, Sec. 12(3). In Canada, BEV. STAT. 1952, Cb. 55, 
Sec. 10, and In Italy, Law of 1941, Art. 75, the term runs from the date of making the 
recording. 

141 One type of bill passed the House In 1931 and an entirely dUl'erent kind of bill passed
the Senate In 1935. See infra V: 3, 78. 
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dual system of common law protection and statutory copyright, 
others abolished common law rights in favor of statutory copyright. 
On several of these bills extensive hearings were held but the record 
is singularly devoid of any discussion ot the merits of the varying 
proposals for protecting unpublished works.>" Following is a brief 
summary of the provisions dealing with unpublished works in those 
bills which proposed new or different principles as compared with 
the law now in force or with the bills preceding them. 
1.	 tt.s. 9137 by Mr. Dallinger lGQ 

The Dallinger bill, which represented the first attempt at general 
revision of the Copyright Act of 1909, applied both to published 
and unpublished works.P' The bill was designed to enable the 
United States to adhere to the Berne Convention as revised in Ber
lin in 1908, and its basic principle-s-of copyright from creation 
without compliance with formalities-was a complete departure from 
the traditional concept of American copyright law. 

The bill provided that no person should be entitled to copyright or 
any similar right in any work subject to copyright except under the 
provisions of the bill, thus abrogating common law literary property 
rights; but the right to bring an action under the common law for a 
breach of trust or unfair competition was expressly preserved.v" 

Copyright was to vest in the author immediately upon creation of 
a work and, subject to any contracts, he was to be the first copyright 
owner.m No registration was necessary for the author to obtam copy
right or to maintain his rights as the first owner of the copyright.r" 
The author, publisher, proprietor, or any other person interested in a 
copyright as legal successor of the author of a published or unpub
lished work could obtain registration of a claim to copyright, or to 
any of the rights comprised therein.P" Innocence in mfringement 
limited the remedy to an injunction preventing future infringe
ment,156 but the failure to register a work or to affix a notice of copy
right did not, per se, create a presumption or constitute evidence of 
innocence.r" On the other hand, if a registration of copyright or of 
any instrument affecting copyright was made prior to the infringe
ment, this limitation on remedies did not apply.i" 

The term of copyright for both published and unpublished works 
was fixed at the life of the author and a period of fifty years after 

". During the hearings held In 1932 on the Slrovlch bills (in/I'a 5, 6)j a constitutional 
question was raised as to the power of Congress to abolish common law rights In unpub
lished works and substitute statutory copyright as their sole protection. The discussion 
on this 'polnt will be reviewed In a later section of this paper dealing with that con
stitutional question. 

'00 68th Cong., 1st Sess., Introd. on May 9, 1924. 
HI Sec. 2. "Publlcatlon" was defined as Issue of copies to the public (not Including 

pu bllc performance). Sec. 3. 
ll>' Sec. 2. 
,.. Sec. 45(a).	 • 
,.. Sec. 45 (a). Nor was a copyright notice required, but a notice could be placed vol

untarily on copies published. otl'ered for sale, or exbtblted. Sec. 20. Sec. 13 expressly
exempted foreign authors, entitled to U.S. copyright, from compulsory eompltance with 
any formalities. 

I.. Sec. 14. Assignments and licenses not registered were not valid against subsequent
assignees and licensees; and an assignee Or licensee could not maintain an action unless 
the Instrument had first been registered. Sec. 47. 

,.. Sec. 26(a).

'<' Sec. 26(a), second proviso.
 
,.. Sec. 2J6(a), first proviso. 
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his death, except that where the author was a corporation or partner
ship, the term was fifty years from production of the work.159 

e.	 H.R. 11258 by Mr. Perkins 160 

This bill provided for copyright in all the writings of authors from 
the time of the making of their works, whether published or un
published.r" without accomplishment of any conditions or formali
ties.162 However, for the purposes of preserving evidence and facili
tating transfers of copyright and rights thereunder, authors or their 
executors, administrators or assigns could obtain registration for a 
work.1 6 3 

The bill also preserved common law rights in unpublished works 
by a provision almost identical with section 2 of the present law!64 
Thus, both common law and statutory protection were provided for 
unpublished works; and the bill did not state when an unpublished 
work was under common law protection or when it enjoyed statutory 
copyright. Voluntary registration 160 and action in a Federal district 
court for infringement 166 were provided for, but whether such regis
tration or action would have constituted an election of statutory copy
right was not specified."? 

The general term of copyright was fixed at the life of the author 
and fifty years thereafter 168 with certain exceptions.>" As just 
pointed out, the provision for continuing common law protection for 
unpublished works makes it questionable whether, even after expira
tion of the copyright term, an action for infringement of common law 
rights in an unpublished work could not have been brought in a State 
court. 

]5O See. 22. Under See. 2-1, nnonymons and pseudonymous works were to be protected 
for the Marne term as works publfshed under the author's true nam.., It is difficult to 
visualize bow tbe date of death of an anonymous author coult! be "sed as r..ference for 
tbe ..stnblisbment of tbe terms. Posthumous works were to be protected for 50 yenrs 
after the death of the antbor, so that nny work not publisheo during -the term of pro
tection was treat-d as an unpublished work, apparently without the possibility of addi
tional proteclion if later IlObll8hed. 

]. 68tb Cong., 2d Sess., Introd. January z" 1925. 
,., Sees. I, 9. 
]01 Sec. 1. DPposlt of copies of published work.. was required for use of the Library of 

Congress. Deposit was not a condtion for securing copyright. but failure to deposit
after demand suhjected tbe copyrll:'ht owner to a flue. Secs. 4!l-51. 

,a Sec. I, proviso; MeC. 45. Assignmen ts and lteenses could be recorded, and record
Ing was required before lin Dssignee could malntnln an action for Infringement: sec. 17. 
Asslgnml>nts lind Ilcentl<'s not recorded were void ns agntnst a _subsequent purchaser in 
good !:lith who recorded bis lI"slgnment: ..pc. 18. 

>I' Sec. 3S, Mr. Well, speRking for the Motion Picture Producers and Exblbltors of 
America nnd the Nationn! Publishers Association. objected to ••-ettnn 38 heen nse it made 
It possible to get simultaneous relief In the Federal and the State courts. Hearings on 
H.R. 1125S at 448. 

HL'i'Src. 4a. 
". Secs. 28. 29. 32. 
JtI7 In the Tbomas bill of 1940 (see infra 8, at p. 24) eertaln acts were specified as con

stltutinl:' an ..Ieetlon of statutory copyril';ht.
].. Sec. 20. 
]. A term of fifty YPllrB from flr"t pnbllcatlon was provlded for Rny posthumous work 

any wort mad.. for hir.., any eompostte or eyclopn..dle work, or any eomptlatton, nbrldg: 
m ..nr, adaptation. or arrang..ment (sec. 21): for tbe I:'eneral copyrll';bt seenred by the 
pnllllsh.. r of a n"wsJNIper or other periodical (sec. 22): and for motion pictures and 
sound recordings (see. 23). No special term was provided for unpnbllshed works In these 
eat..l';orl..... Qu..ry fiS to what the term woulfl have be ..n for an unpubltshed work If 
made for hire or If It were an abrtdgment, adaptation. arrnngement, or a motion picture, 
Perhaps such unpublrshed worka would have been protected under the common law. 

82348---81--3 
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3.	 H.R. 1~5J,l} by Mr. Vestal 17 0 

Under this bill, which passed the House of Representatives,"! 
copyright was granted to authors from and after creation in all their 
writings, published or unpublished, and without compliance with any 
conditions or formalities.!" Common law rights were not expressly 
abolished, but section 2 of the bill extended copyright "to all published 
and unpublished works * * * not in the public domain on the date 
when this Act takes effect," and there was no provision preserving 
common law rights,"! 

Registration was not required, but could be obtained, if desired, by 
the author or the owner of the copyright or any interest therein.v" 
The liability of innocent infringers was limited to a reasonable license 
fee of from $50 to $2,500; but this limitation did not apply if registra
tion of copyright or recordation of an instrument affecting any right 
therein was made prior to the infringement.v" 

The term of copyright was fixed at the life of the author and 
fifty years thereafter, except that where the author was not an in
dividual, the term was fifty years from the date of completion of the 
creation of the work.178 . 

4.	 S.3985 by Se1UltQ1' Dill 177 

Copyright was granted by this bill to any author or other person 
entitled thereto in all his writings, published or unpublished "upon 
compliance with the provisions of this Act." 178 Protection under the 
bill could be claimed "by affixing a legible notice to the work or 
works." 179 Such notice had to be affixed to "all copies of the work 
published or otherwise distributed," 180 and was to be affixed to the 
copy of an unpublished work deposited for registration.Y' No right 
of action for infringement was to exist "for any period previous to 
the date of affixing notice." 182 

Registration could be made for any published or unpublished 
work,lB3 In any action for infringement, if the plaintiff failed to 
prove that, at the time of the infringement, either the work had been 
registered or the notice had been affixed, his remedy was limited to an 
injunction or to a reasonable license fee of from $25 to $2,500.18 4 The 
bill made no mention of common law protection for unpublished 
works, and it is not clear from the bill whether unpublished works not 

"0 718t Cong., 2d Sess., Introd. May 22, 1930. 
m On January 13, 1931. 71st Cong., 3d Sess. This hill was suhstantlally similar to 

others previously Introduced hy Mr. Vestal; the first one was H.R. 10434, 89th Cong., 18t 
Sess., Introd. May 17, 1926. 

"2 Sees, 1, 2. Uep081t ot copies ot published works tor the use ot the Llhrary or Congress 
was required to be made by the publisher. Failure to deposit alter demand did not aft'ect 
the copyright but subjected the publisher to a fine. Sees. 39-41. 

1T3 Section 2 would seem to have the etl'ect ot substituting statutory copyright tor com
mon law rights. 

m Sec. 34. Notice likewise was not required but could be placed voluntarily on copies ot 
the work: sec. 32. Asa\gnments and licenses could be recorded, and It unrecorded were 
not valid against any previously recorded assignment or license taken In good talth : sec. 10. 
Registrations and recordations were constructive notloo to all persons: sec. 43. 

"6 Sec. 14 (a). The limitation was also not applicable it the work Infrlnlted had been 
published with a copyright notice. 

"0 Sec. 12. Copyright in posthumous works also expired 50 years trom the death ot the 
author (sec. 13). 'l'here was no provlston tor the term In anonymous works, published or 
unpublished. 

171 72d Cong., 1st Sess., introd. March 2 (calendar day March 8), 1932. 
"8 Sec. 1. 
119 Sec. 6. 
'". Sec. 6. 
,., Sec. 11. 
... Sec. 18 . 
... Sees. 10, 11. 
1M Sec. 20, final proviso. 
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registered were left to common law protection or were to have pro
tection with limited remedies under the bill. 

The term of protection was fixed at fifty-six years from the date 
of completion of the work, "which date together with date of affixing 
notice shall be declared under oath by the applicant for registration 
of claim of copyright * * *." 186 

5. H.R.10364 by Mr. 8irovich 180 

This bill provided for copyright to authors of all published and 
unpublished literary, artistic or scientific writtinga.i'" The rights 
granted under the bill were "in lieu of and in substitution for any com
mon law right of copyright." 188 

The copyright was to begin upon creation of the work and to con
tinue until the expiration of fifty-six years from the date of first 
public presentation of the work. 1 8B No term was specified for works 
not publicly presented.v" 

Copyrights, assignments and licenses could voluntarily be regis
tered or recorded.v" and a notice of copyright could be affixed to all 
printed copies of published works.>" However, failure to register 
or record ~uch rights,193 or omissi0!1 of t.he co~yright ~oti~194 limi~ 
the remedies of the owner of the right, m actions against innocent m
fringers, to an injunction or to a reasonable license fee of from $25 
to $2.!l00. 

6. H.R.11948 by Mr. 8irovich 195 

The bill was substantially similar to H.R. 10364, except that, as to 
the copyright term, in the case of a work not publicly presented, the 
copyright was to terminate three years after the death of the au
thor; 196 where a corporation was deemed the author, copyright was 
to terminate three years from creation of the work unless publicly 
presented prior to the expiration of such period.?" For the purpose 
of fixing the copyright term, registration was deemed a public pres
entation.l 98 

7.8.3047 (Duffy Bill), H.R. 11420 (Sirovwh Bill) and HR. 10639 
(Daly BiU) 199 

a. The Duffy bill.-The Duffy bill (which was passed by the Sen
ate on July 31, 1935) protected unpublished works of all classes if 
voluntarily registered. 200 Section 2 of the Act of 1909, preserving 

111 Sec. 18. 
111872d Cong., 1st SeEl8., Introd. March 10, 1932. 
,., See. 1. 
1111 See. 37. 
• See. 6. 
lIlO ]\Jr. Burkan, representtng ABCA,P, was of the opinion that thl8 made the blJJ uneon

stttuttonaj, a8 there was a pos81blllty that public presentatton would never take place; the 
term of copyright, which was to begin with such public presentation, would be unlimited 
If It did not takejrlace, and Con"re88 had no right to confer statutory rlghta for an 
unlimited time. Htmring~, Oo........ttee on Patens«, 72d Cong., 1st Se8s., March 21, 24, 
and 25, 1932, at 162 to 164, 183. 

101 Secs. 15, 16, 18. 
100 See. 17. 
111 See. 7. 
1M Sec. 8 . 
... 72d Cong., 1st Se88., In trod. May 7, 1932. 
UI See. 7. This provtston probably was Intended to overcome the constitutional objection. 

to see, 6 of B.R. 10364, «upra. See footnote 190. 
.... flees. 7. 16. 
I..,Sec. 7. Regtstra tton and notice were dealt with as In B.R. 10364 «..pra. 
• S. 3047, 74th Cong., 1st Se88. (1935) Introd. by Senator Dutr)'. U.R. 11420, 74th 

Cong., 2d Sess. (1936), Introd. by Mr. Slrovlch. U.R. 10632, 74th Cong., 2d SeBlI. (1936)
Introd. by Mr. Daly. 

... See. 9. Publlshf'd works had to bear a notice (sec. 7), but foreIgn works entitled to 
protection under the Berne Convention were to be protected without formaIltieS (sec, 6). 
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common law rights in unpublished works not registered, was left in
tact. Thus, unpublished works were to be protected in substant.ially 
the same manner as under the Act of 1909 and the present law, except 
that the privilege of securing statutory copyright by registration was 
extended to all classes of unpublished works. 

The term of copyright. was fixed at 5fi veal'S from the date of first 
publication; or, in the case of unpublished works, from the date of 
creation of the work as shown in the records of the Copyright Office 
and as indicated by the copyright notice affixed if and when the work 
was published or, in the absence of such notice and record as other
wise provided.w' 

b. The Sirooiah. bill.-In the respects with which we are here eon
cerned, this bill WIlS substantially the same as the Act of 1909. Copy
right was secured by publication with norice.>" Copyright was 
made available for certain (but not all) clnsses of unpublished works 
by volnntary registration.?" Unpublished works not registered were 
left to. common law prot ect ion. 2 0 4 The term of copyright was fixed 
at '56 years from the date of publication or of registration of the 
work whichever was earlier.2 0 

' 

c. The Daly bill.-The Daly bill was substantially similar to the 
Duffy bill in the respects here pertinent, except that the privilege of 
seem-ing statutory copyright for unpublished works by voluntary 
registration was limited to specified classes of works 206 as in the 
Act. of 1909 and the nresent la w, 

8. S. 30ly'J by Senfttor Thomas 20, 

In 19?8, the Committee for the Study of Copyright of the Na
tional Committee of the United States on' International Intellectual 
Cooperation (the "Shotwell committee") began studies on a general 
revision of the copyright law which finally resulted in the bill intro
duced by Senator Thomas. 

This bill (sometimes referred to as the "Shotwell bill") provided 
for copyright in published and unpublished works from and after 
the creation of the work and without compliance with any conditions 
or formalif ies.P" However, the failure to deposit copies of a pub-. 
lished work or to deposit "a copy or manuscript of a completed un
published work" made statutory dnrruurss unnvailable.t?" 

The term of copyright normally ran for the life of the author and 50 
years thereafter,'?" with the following exceptions: when the author 
of a work was not a' natural person, copyright. subsisted for 50 years 
from the date of creation of the work;2n copyright in an anonymous 
work was to expire 50 years from the date of first publication unless 
within such period the true name of the author, his address, and the 

... SPe. 15. 
"'Sl"C.9. 
.... See. 11. 
!Of St"c. 2. 
:JJI Sec. 22.
 
... SPe. 11. The Only bill also provlded cop)'rlght proteetlon for performers of copyrIghted
 

wo ..lt:~. 

"" 76th Cong.• 3d Seas.• Introd. on ;January R. 1940. 
- See. 2. Voluntary rpWHtratlon was prorlded for puhllshed and unpubtlahed workH: 

pre. 17(b). Grunt, of eop~·ri~h1 .. rof nny r1j!'ht th.. rcIn e-... ld 1><' .......rdl'd: reeordatt-n waH 
eonst ructtve n-rt ler- to all persons : 1\ vrnnt record..d in ~ood faIth by a grantee without 
nrHe~ wouli Ilrpnll1 o.er a portud unrecorded grunt :",..t"C. 16. 

"'S..e.14. 
"·See.6. 
m S...,. 6(b). 
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title of the work were recorded in the Copyright Office and a copy of 
the work was deposited.>" , 

Section 45 of the.bill repeated Section 2 of the Act of 1\)09, thereby 
preserving; common law protection of unpublished works; but because 
the Thomas bill granted copyright on creation, a proviso was added 
that the owner could elect either common law protection or statutory 
copyright. Any of the following acts constituted election of statu
tory copyright: publication of the work, deposit of a coPy of the work 
in the Copyright Office, filing of an application to register the work, 
recordation in the Copyright Office of any grant or other written in
strument in respect to the work, the commencement of any action or 
proceeding; in any court based on any claim to statutory copyright, 
the assertion in writing of any claim to statutory copyright or of any 
right to remedies 01' proceedings for infringement of any such 
right. 213 

VI. ANALYSIS OJ<' THE PROBLEM 

INTRODUCTORY NOTE 

Before the twentieth century, the dichotomy of common law rights 
for unpublished works and statutory protection for published works 
created few problems comparable to those of today: the general 
method of commercial exploitation then was through the publication 
of printed copies, and the performance of unpublished works could 
usually be controlled through possession of the manuscripts. Even 
during the discussions and hearings preceding the Act of 1909 there 
was no thought that phonograph records, for example, would outstrip 
printed copies as a medium of communicating and disseminating 
musical works to the public.v" Sound motion pictures and broadcast
ing as a means of public communication were unknown. Also un
known were the modern devices for capturing and reproducing visual 
and acoustic performances. 

The reason that in 1909 unpublished lectures, musical and dramatic 
compositions, works of art, and photographs (followed in 1912 by 
motion pictures) were brought under the statute, was the fact that 
these classes of copyrightable works were often publicly performed or 
exhibited without, or before, being published in the form of copies. 
Mr. Bowker, who had a large share in the drafting of the 1909 Act. 
described the situation as follows: 215 

The dramatic author and the musical performer receive recompense for their 
creative labor not so much from publicution of their works in the printed form of 
a book as through their performance or representation, • • • as the artist re
ceives remuneration not only for the reproduction and sale of copies, but also 
from the exhibition as well as sale of his ortginul work. 

The drafters of the 1909 Act therefore thought of an unpublished 
work in terms of a work capable of and "intended for oral delivery 
before it is printed in a book or periodical 216 and proposed that such 
a work "might be registered and protected for oral delivery before 

212 Sec. 6(c). 
"" Sec. 45 . 
e1< '1'he rlln/;p of record repertotres was largely limited to operatic Relectlons, renderings

of hra•• hands, little salon and popular pieces. Recording was done IJ)' the acoustic method 
(amplification nnd electr-ical reeorddng appeared in 1919) and the phonogruph WIlS almost 
exctuslvely used In the horne. GELATT, THE FAIliULOUS PHONOGRAPH (1955) at 
174, 30R. 
::Yd~~f~9~' COPYRIGHT, ITS HISTORY AND ITS LAW (1912) at 162. 
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publication." 217 This innovation was further motivated by the 
knowledge that "the courts seemed disposed to protect a lecturer on the 
common law ground that the lecture read is not published by reading, 
and can be controlled as manuscript." 218 Even then, lectures, per
formances and exhibitions were presented to a limited audience, and 
the works involved could be controlled through possession of the 
manuscript, which was essential to the reproduction or performance 
of the work. 

The developments since 1909 in the field of visual and acoustic 
mass communication, such as motion pictures, sound recordings, radio 
and television broadcasts, have made unpublished works accessible 
to audiences of millions. At the same time the development of de
vices for the quick unr] easy recording of sounds and images; by which 
works performed can be captured and readily reproduced without 
the manuscript or other copy, have destroyed the possibility of con
troll ing the use of unpublished works through possession of the 
manuscript. 

In the light of these developments, several features of the present 
law concerning works which, though not "published," are widely dis
seminated, may be thought to have become outmoded. For one, un
less the owner of the common law rights chooses to register the work, 
he may disseminate the work publicly in every conceivable way ex
ce)?t by publishing copies, and his rights continue perpetually in 
spite of the constitutional policy of copyright for a limited time. 
This fad may have been the impelling motivation for the recent pro
nouncements by some courts that the sale of phonograph records is 
such a publication of the work recorded as to terminate common law 
rights. 219 The question whether the commercial sale of records is 
publication of the recorded work has become a source of great con
fusion. Thus, works reproduced only on records and widely dis
seminated in that form mayor may not lose their perpetual common 
law protection and, unless registered prior to their being recorded, 
ruuy not qualify for statutory protection. 

On the other hand, works broadcast over radio and television to 
audiences of many millions throughout the country are considered 
unpublished, both under the common law and under the statute, be
cause in both instances the courts still operate on the theory that 
performance does not cons! itute publication. The result is that these 
works enjoy perpetual common law protection unless voluntarily 
registered for copyright or published in copies. 

It may also be anomalous that statutory copyright is not avail
able for some classes of works--notably non-dramatic literary works 
other than those intended for oral delivery-until they are published 
in visual copies. 

In the present situation there are also other areas of confusion as to 
what constitutes publication: in order to accord statutory copyright, 
the issue of a few copies with the notice of copyright has been held, 
in some instances, to constitute .publication; conversely, in order to 
preserve common law rights, in other cases, the distribution of a con
siderable number of copies without the copyright notice has been 

117 hI. at 90. 
018 Ibid. 
n. See supra III, 2. OJ. the dtasenttng opinion of Judge Learned Hand In Capitol Records 

v, Mercury Records, 221 F. 2d 657 (2d Clr. 1955). 
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considered "limited" publication and, consequently, not a forfeiture 
of the common law rights. 

For the purpose of considering the possible revision of the present 
system of protecting unpublished works, the following three proposals 
will be discussed: 

(1) To continue the system of alternative protection under the 
common law or by voluntary registration under the statute, but with 
the privilege of registration being extended to all classes of unpub
lished works. 

(2) To extend the concept of publication to include all methods of 
public dissemination, by protecting under the statute all works made 
available to the public in any manner, and to limit common law pro
tection to works which have not been made available to the public. 

(3) To eliminate protection under the common law and to provide 
only for statutory protection for all unpublished as well as published 
works from creation. 
1.	 Alternative Protection of All Unpublished Works Under Oommon 

Law or by V oluntary Registration 
If the statute were to be extended to permit copyright in all unpub

lished works, the simplest method would be to provide for voluntary 
registration of all classes of unpublished works, preserving common 
law rights in those not registered. This could be done by simply broad
ening section 12 of the present law to permit registration of all classes 
of works. 

As noted, the main reason for making certain classes copyrightable 
in unpublished form in 1909 was that these were the kinds of works 
commonly performed or exhibited before, or instead of, being pub
lished in the form of copies. Today, any class of works may be 
exhibited or performed WIthout or before being published in printed 
form: e.g., poems are recited over the radio and prints or maps are 
shown on television. As to non-dramatic literary works--probably 
the most important category of works for which statutory copyri~ht 
is not now available before publication-the amendment of section 
1 (c) in 1952, granting performing rights in them, expressly recognizes 
that they are capable of being performed or exhibited like dramatic, 
musical or artistic works which are now registrable in unpublished 
form. Moreover, a non-dramatic script may be made into a motion 
picture or used for a television broadcast, WIth the script itself never 
being published. The reasoning which in 1909 called for statutory 
protection of certain "performable" classes of works in unpublished 
form may well apply today to all classes of works. 

The Copyright Office receives many applications and inquiries indi
cating a desire to obtain registration for unpublished manuscripts of 
non-dramatic literary works or other works that are not now reg
istrable in unpublished form. Authors or distributors may desire to 
secure the statutory protection and record evidence afforded by reg
istration before or during their negotiations for publication or other 
use of a work. Authors have sought various means of providing 
evidence regarding the existence and content of their unpublished 
works not registrable in the Copyright Office, for example, by mailing 
their manuscripts in sealed envelopes to themselves, or by depositing 
copies and having the date and other information recorded in the files 
of an authors' organization. 
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The system of maintaining common law protection, but permitting 
statutory copyright for all classes of unpublished works as a voluntary 
alternative, was proposed in the Duffy bill of 1D35.220 The Sirovicli 
bill of ID:W W retained substantially the provisions of the present law 
on this point, but extended the privilege of securing statutory protec
tion by voluntary registration to works prepared for broa(lC'nsting or 
reeo]'(liug; but it did not include other classes of unpublished works 
that are 1I0t now included under section 12. Under the Thomas bill 
of ID..J-O 222 the owner could elect either common law protection or 
st:~tlltory copyright in an unpublished work of any class, l'('gistl'Htion 
hmng one means of electing statutory copyright.223 

The continuation of the present alternnt ive system, hut ext eudinsr 
the priyilege of securing statutory protection, by voluntary registru
t ion, to include all classes of uupublished works, would have the merit 
of uvniding :1 radical chan!!e in our way of protecting unpublished 
works. .\1 the same time, it would end the discrimination against 
those classes of unpublished works not now enumernted in sect ion 12, 
so that authors or owners of all classes of unpublished works would be 
entitled to secure statutory copyright voluntn.rily. However, the 
presently existing uncertaint iI'S in regard to what constitutes publi
cation, and particularly in regard to the sale of records as puhlication, 
would remain, unless resolved in some other context. Most important, 
unpublished works not voluntarily registered, though "'idely dissemi
nated by performance or exhibition, would continue to have perpetual 
protection under the common law. 

;2. Statutory Protection After Public Di88emination/ Common. L(J;w 
Protection! Until-That Time 

a. General c07l.';ideration.~.--The phrase "public dissemination" IS 

used here in the sense of communicating a work to the public visually 
or accoust.ically by any method and in any form, whether permanently 
fixed or not. Under the proposal now considered, such public dissemi
nation would terminate common law protection and briug the work 
under the statute (though the term would not necessarily be computed 
from the date of such dissemination). As long as a work had not been 
publicly disclosed in any way, protection would be afforded under the 
common law. 2 24 

The Sirovich bills of Hm2 ZZ5 used "public presentation" as the date 
from which the copyright term was counted, but proposed to abolish 
common law rights before such presentation of any work Z26 and to 
substitute statutory copyright from the date of creation.';" 

The present proposal might be viewed as a logical extension, in 
the light of modern conditions, of the traditional concept of providing 
Federal statutory copyright for "published" works only. However, 
the WOI'lI. "published" would be interpreted in its widest sense, i.e., as 

"'" s. ::O.!7, 74th Corur., let Sr-ss. Spe su pr« V, 7. 
'" II, It. 11420, 74th Corur., 2d Sess. S,'p supra V. 7. 
ez S. :l(I4:~, 76th Co ng., 3d Se"e. (commonly known a" the Shotwell bill).
'" A" to whn t other acts constituted election of statutory copyrlght uuder this bill see 

h'UIH'a Y, u t pp. l!1--2G. 
ea 'I'h ls might be combined with a 8ptpm of vol u n tu ry registration prior to dissemInation. 
2:l:i ::-;('(' •«u nru V: f). 11.
 
OC.. Sl'c. :\7 of n.R. 10364 : Spc. 38, B.R. 11!l48.
 
"" S"e. n, n.n. 10364: Sec. 7, B.H. 11948. n.R. 10364 hall no a lternn t lve tprm, which
 

made tho tvrrn p resurnahlv perpot.uul if the r« wns no publ ic prr-seutu tlou. Probubty, this 
would hnvo br-en in eonflict wl th the constitutional provtsion of "Ihnf tcd ttmes". See. 7 
of n.R. 11 !J.l8 closed this gall by provid ing for a 1erm of three years after tho death of 
the author if the work was 1I0t publicly presented. 
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comprising. any method by which a work !fiay. be con:municated to 
the public, includ.ing reproduction and dlstn~utlOn of visual or acou~
tic copies, live or recorded or broadcast public performance, or publ.lC 
exhibition, Perp~tual common law rights .would ~hell exist only in 
works such as pnvate letters and manuscripts which have not been 
disclosed to the public in any manner. vVorks which are now con
sidered "unpublished", when publicly disseminated, would be pro
tected only under the statute for a limited time, without the alterna
tive of perpetual common law protection. 

In connection with this proposal, consideration must be given to 
the questions that would arise as to the duration of the copyright term 
and the applicability of any requirements of notice, deposit and regis
tration, with respect to works publicly disseminated other than by the 
publication of visual copies. 

b. Term, of copyright for disseminated worA~8.-The term of copy
right for works disseminated otherwise than by the issuance of copies 
might conceivably be based on the date of dissemination, or the date 
of registration (if registration of such works were required; or if not 
required, where registration is made voluntarily, but a different base 
would then be needed for such works not registered), or on the life 
of the author. To some extent, the choice of a term for such works 
might depend upon the term chosen for works published by the issu
ance of copies.t" 

Some observations should be made here regarding the term for un
published foreign works entitled to protection under the Universal 
Copyright Convention. 

Paragraph three of Article IV, 2 of the ncc permits computation 
of the period of protection from the date of the first "publication" of 
the work, or from its registration prior to publication, or upon the 
basis of the life of the author. "Publication" is defined in Article VI 
.of the UCC as "the reproduction in tangible form and the general dis
tribution to the public of copies of a work from which it can be read or 
otherwise visually perceived." This definition is obviously much nar
rower than "public dissemination": it does not cover the distribution 
of sound recordings or the presentation to the public by broadcast 01' 

any other public performance. As the copyright. term under the UCC 
must be for a minimum of 25 years from either publication as defined 
above, or from registration prior to publication, or from the death of 
the author, the date of first public dissemination is not acceptable as 
the starting point of a fixed term of years for copyright in any foreign 
work ent.itled to protection under the UCC. 

Similarly, the term for such foreign works could not be computed 
from registration (except when voluntarily registered) since Art. III, 
4, of the UCC requires that unpublished works be given protection 
without formalities, and hence registration could not be required. 

No conflict with the UCC would exist if the copyright. in foreign 
works disseminated otherwise than by "publication" were to subsist 
until the end of 25 or more years after the death of the author.?" It 

228 The relutlve merits of busing the term on puch of the a lternuttvo sturting points 
were discussed In the study on "Duration of Oopyright" by James J. Gulnun [Study No. 
30 In the present committee print] . 

• 29 Should 0. work Io.ter be "published" in the Sense of Art. VI, DeC, u new term could 
begin to run from such publteatfon for 0. fixed number of yeurs. This would be per
missible under the DeC a nd would be In consonance with the present U.S. system In 
regard to works not registered In unpublished form. 
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may be argued that in the interests of uniformity and simplicity the 
same term should be provided for domestic works so disseminated. 

A term for a number of years after the death of the aut hor, however, 
would still leave an unsolved problem. Under section 2G of the 
present U.S. copyright law an employer is considered the author of a 
work made for hire. Such an employer frequent ly is a oorporution.s" 
Moreover, a work may be disseminated with the author not heing 
identified. Corporate and anonymous authorship creat('s no problem 
as to term where, as in the present law, the term runs for a fixed num
ber of years from registration or publication, respectively; hut if the 
life of the author were the factor determining the durut ion of copy
right, special provisions would have to be made as to the term of pro
tection for unpublished works created in the employment of corpora
tions or disseminated anonymously, for which a "date of death" cannot 
be determined. 

The laws of foreign countries on this question have been discussed 
above. To summarize: Since most foreign countries do not recognize 
corporate authorship, their laws do not generally deal with the ques
tion of copyright in unpublished corporate works. There are a few 
exceptions to the rule as, for instance, in regard to photographs, de
signs or motion pictures, for which several countries provide a term 
based on the date of creation, or, in a few instances, on the date of 
dissemination. In dealing with collective, anonymous, and pseudony
mous works, foreign laws usually provide for a term running from 
publication, or, in a few countries, from dissemination, but make no 
specific provision for unpublished or undisseminated works in these 
categories. Some foreign laws provide generally for initial copyright 
ownership in (if not authorship of) legal entities; and here again, 
the usual copyright term for such works, as for anonymous and pseu
donymous works, runs from publication or, in a few countries, from 
dissemination, with no provision being made for a term for unpub
lished or undisseminated corporate works. 

For corporate and anonymous works which are publicly dissemi
nated but not published in the form of visual copies, none of the 
copyright terms provided for in the uee in regard to unpublished 
works could be applied: the date of registration cannot be used (ex
cept where registration is made voluntarily) since the uee does not 
permit a requirement of registration for unpublished works; and the 
date of the author's death cannot be applied to a corporate entity or 
to an anonymous work. Since the uee contains no provision for 
such works, it may be argued that for corporate and anonymous works 
not published in visual copies, a term based on the date of public 
dissemination would be permissible under the uee.231 

The uee, of course, has no application to works of domestic 
authors. It is therefore possible to provide for a term, for domestic 
works which are not "published", on any of the bases mentioned above. 

230 A sample analysis made by the Copyrteht Office for the six months perIod from 
Janunry to June 1955 showed a total of 108,467 registrations of which 61.2 percent were 
for works by individual authors and 38.8 percent for works by corporate or !(roup au
thors. See Appendix A to the study on "Duration 01 Copyright" by James J. Guinan 
[Study No. 30 In the present committee print]. 

2IIJ.The Main Commission at the General Conference of 1952, where the VCC was 
adopted, decided that It was not necessary to Include a provision on corporate, anonymous, 
or pseudonymous works, Report of the Rapporteur General on Art. II, Records of the 
Intergovernmental Copyright Conference, Geneva 1952, pp. 76, 77. Such works would 
be treated according to the provlstous of the nattonat Iaws. 
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However to have one term for domestic works and a different tenn 
for forei~ works might be the source of some confusion as it would 
become necessary to ascertain, for any particular work, whether. it is 
domestic or foreign, in order to determine ~he duration of. copYrIgh~. 

c. Forrnalities.-If a system. of !ormahtIes such as !l0tlCe1 deposit 
and registration were to be maintained for works pubhshed III visual 
copies, the question would arise whether these formalities should be 
extended to works publicly disseminated by means of public perform
ance or by the distribution of acoustic records. 

As a practical matter, it would seem to be unrealistic to require .a 
notice-which would usually have to be given orally-at every pubhc 
performance of a work. Moreover, the reasons for requiring a notice 
on published copies, which stem from the fact that copies can readily 
be reproduced or used, have little or no application to public per
formances, 

The case of acoustic records of works may be quite different. Such 
records are readily capable of reproduction and use in much the same 
way as visual copies. The reasons advanced for a notice require
ment-for example, to apprise persons having copies of the copyright 
claim and its initial ownership-would seem to apply to records as 
well as to visual copies. There appears to be some warrant, therefore, 
for the view that if a notice is to be required for visual copies publicly 
distributed, that requirement should be extended to acoustic records 
so distributed. 

However, a notice could not be required on acoustic records of for
eign works entitled to protection under the vee. As previously 
pointed out, the distribution of records is not "publication" under Art.
VI of the vee, so that works distributed only in the form of records 
are "unpublished" works under the vee for which, under Art. III, 
4, protection must be afforded without formalities. It is only for 
"published" (visual) copies of a work that the. vec (Art. III, 1) 
permits a notice requirement for copyright protection. 

Whether a deposit and registration system applicable to works pub
lished in visual copies could or should be extended to works dissemi
nated by public performance or by the distribution of acoustic rec
ords, would seem to depend upon the nature of the system. Registra
tion as a wholly voluntary matter could be made applicable to all 
works however disseminated, or even if not disseminated. Registra
tion as a condition for protection could not be required for foreign 
works entitled to protection under the vee. Perhaps registration as 
a condition for extraordinary remedies, such as statutory damages, 
would be consistent with the vee, as long as the failure to register 
did not affect the existence of the copyright and the availability of 
other remedies. 

d. Protection before public dissemimation.--:The proposal now be
ing considered-to bring works under the statute upon their public 
dissemination in any manner-would continue the system of common 
law protection for works not so disseminated. Thus, manuscripts and 
private letters would have protection under the common law against 
their unauthorized disclosure to the public, for an unlimited time un
less and until an authorized disclosure is made. 
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The historical theory of copyright law in the U.S. has been to pro
tect private manuscripts against public disclosure, under the common 
law, for as long as the author or his successors choose to withhold the 
work from the public. When the publication of visual copies was 
virtually the only means of making works accessible to the public, only 
works so published were withdrawn from protection under the com
mon law. Under present day conditions, the same theory might be 
thought to require that works made accessible to the public by other 
methods of dissemination-the distribution of acoustic records or 
public performance-s-be withdrawn from common law protection and 
be given statutory protection for a limited period of time; but works 
not disclosed to the public in any manner could still be left to common 
law protection in line with the historical theory. 

More positively, it can be argued that in the interests of respecting 
privacy, undisclosed manuscripts and letters should be considered as 
common law property without time limit unless and until the author 
or his successors choose to disclose them to the public. 

This, in essence, is the result reached in the United Kingdom 232 

and in Canada,233 v.here the copyright statutes provide that copy
right in works not dirseminated in any manner during the life of the 
author continues until 50 years after they are disseminated. 

This matter will be considered further in the discussion below of 
the alternative of having the copyright statute provide for a limited 
term of protection for all unpublished works. 

Another matter that deserves consideration, if undisseminated 
works are left to common law proteetion, is that of providing for vol
untary registration, thereby securing statutory copyright, for undis
seminated works. Such registration, which either the author or other 
owner of the work or a prospective user may desire for his greater 
protection, could be equated with dissemination, or a statutory term 
could begin from registration. 

3. Statutory Protection Only for All Works 
a. General considerations.-vVe turn now to the third proposal for 

dealing with unpublished works: to discontinue common law 'protec
tion entirely and extend the statute to cover all works from their crea
tion. This proposal-which is found in several of the previous gen
eral revision bills 234 differs from the second proposal discussed 
above in that even works not publicly disseminated in any manner 
would be entitled only to statutory protection. Under the proposal 
now considered, undisclosed works such as manuscripts and letters 
would also be given a statutory copyright term after which they would 
go into the public domain. 

As previously pointed out, it may be argued that the privacy of 
authors should be respected by protecting their undisseminated writ 
ings against unauthorized disclosure for an unlimited time 235 unless 
and until they or their heirs or assigns choose to make the disclosure. 

23. U. K. Copyright Act, 19,56, sec. 2.
 
Z33 Revised Statutes of Canada, 1952, Ch. 55, sec. 6 .
 
• 34 S"" 81/pr(l V, at pp. 19-25: Dallinger bill. P R. 9137; 6Rth Congo t st Sess. (1924); 

Pprktns bPI. n.R. 1125R. 6Rth Cong.. t st Sess. (1925) : Vpstal bill. H.It. 10434. 69th Cong.,
1st Sess. (1926); Herber-t bill. S. 176. 72d Cnne., Lst Sess. (1931); SlroYlch bills, H.R. 
10:Vl4 nnd H.R. 11948, 72d Cong., 1st Sess. (1932). . 

'31 This, of course, would mean leaving the protection of such works to the common law. 
Prutectton under the Federal statute would necessarily be for a limited time. 
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Thus the author and his heirs may wish to withhold from the public 
his less successful works which, in their opinion, might detract from 
his reputation; or they may wish to keep from the P?blic writings 
which contain the author's personal observations regarding contempo
rary persons or events. On the other hand, it can be argued that aft~r 
a considerable period of time after the death of the author and hIS 
contemporaries, the sensitivity of their remote heirs is no lon?,er en
titled to the same considerat.ion.t" while the accessible "private' writ
ings of the author may be of great interest to scholars, historians, ~ncl 
the public in general. The author or his heirs, or others in posseSSIOn 
of his "private" writings, may of course destroy any writings which 
they believe should never be disclosed; but if these writings remain 
in existence, there may be a public interest in eventually allowing 
anyone in possession of an old manuscript to make it available for 
research or publication without the risk of infringement claims by
remote and unknown heirs. 

b. Duration.-Assuming that such undisseminated works should 
eventually go into the public domain, the period of protection against 
unauthorized disclosure should probably be long enough to avoid 
any substantial invasion of the privacy of the author and his con
temporaries, and of their families for at least the next generation. 
The term of protection might be for a substantial number of years 
after the author's death."'" 

A different term would have to be provided, of course, for undis
seminated works of corporate or anonymous authorship. For such 
works the term of years might run from the date of creation. 

If, during the term provided for uud isseminated works, such a work 
were registered or published or otherwise publicly disseminated, the 
consideration of privacy and secrecy would drop out; and if a differ
ent term were provided for works registered, published, or otherwise 
disseminated, that term might then be made applicable. 

c. Formdities.-Evell if a notice requirement were retained for 
distributed copies of a work, there would seem to be no purpose in 
requiring a notice on the manuscript of an undisclosed work. Sim
ilarly, any requirement of deposit and registration could not appro
priately be applied to works which the author or owner wishes to 
withhold from public disclosure. However, the author or other 
owner may wish to register a work not yet disclosed when he contem
plates its publication or other dissemination; and for this purpose, 
voluntary registration might be provided for. 

d. Pre-existing unpubliehed 1/lorl.'s.-The proposal to have all un
published works protected under the Federal statute only, with com
mon law protection being eliminated, might raise a constitutional 

,.. In exceptional cases there is always the possibility of an action for criminal libel 
or a deceased person if the defamation of the deud person is rightly so much resented bv 
survIvIng relatives that It tends to disturb the pence. State v, Halfer 94 Wash lRB 
162 Pac, 45 (1917). ' .. 

'" For foreign works entitled to protection under the Universal Copyright Convention 
a term of at least 25 years after the autt.or's death would fulfill the requirements of th~ 
Convention. 
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question as to pre-existing unpublished works in which common law 
rights already subsist." 

It seems clear enough that a new copyright statute could be made 
applieable to any works created in the future, without regard to their 
publication or other dissemination. The power of Congress to legis
late on copyright is expressly conferred by the Constitution, and this 
power is Iimited in two respects only: copyright is confined to the 
"writings' of "authors," and it can only be granted "for limited times". 
There is nothing that limits Federal eopyright legislation to published 
writings. Nor is any obstacle apparent to the denial of common law 
protection for future works, since no common law rights can be said 
to exist in works not yet created. 

Likewise, with respect to pre-existing works in which common law 
rights subsist, it seems clear that Congress could make the statute ap
plicable, and terminate the common law rights, whenever, in the 
future, the owner voluntarily registers, publishes, or otherwise pub
licly disseminates the work. 

The question remaining is whether, in regard to pre-existing works, 
Congress could make the statute applieable, and terminate the sub
sisting common law rights, if the work were never registered, pub
lished, or publicly disseminated in any manner. 

This question could be avoided if, for pre-existing works in which 
common law rights subsist, the common law rights were continued in 
perpetuity unless and until the owner chose statutory protection by 
doing some specified act such as registration, public dissemination, or 
asserting a claim under the statute.''' However, if it is thought 
desirable to abolish common law protection and have the statute govern 
with respeet to all future works, the same considerations would seem 

23. The constitutional question was raised hy Mr. Burknn , general attorney for ASCAP, 
during the heu rtncs on two of the Slrovlch bills, HiR. 10740 and H.R. 10976, 72d Cong., 
1st Sess" Murch, 1!l32. H'R. 10740 contained the following provision (sec. 37) : "The 
rights urnnted to authors unrl er till. Act shall be In lieu of and In substitution for any 
common law right of eopyrfgh t ••• " Mr. Burkan said (Hearings on H.R. 10!l76, Bupra 
at 163) that the Govermuont could not "divest the author of his common law right· •• 
because that Is depriving' him of his propor-ty without due process of law." The Bnr 
Association of the City of New York uppa rr-n t ly disagreed (TTcarings on H.I{. 10!l76. Bupra 
at 1(8): "Some of our Committee [on Copvrtghts, N. Y. City Bar Association] felt thn t 
it was a nice questlou, whether the com mo nTnw of an a utnor > •• could be taken awuy 
by an Act of Congross lH:'CHU!olP, among other things, the doctrine that there is no such 
thing as Common Jaw of the United States, is well established. The bet tor view seemed 
to be that the Congress, under the eonstltutional grant of power, having chosen ••• to 
make the copyright of an uu tho r come into ex isteuce with the cl'Pution of his work, thprp
Is no room left for the common law proporty rurht of an author In his writings. It all 
come" under the protection of the 8tatute.h In a la ter Strovtcti hili, H.lt. 11948, the 
following savtng clnuse was added (sec. as): "Where an author has a common law 
right on the elIective date of this Act, SUl'l1 an thor shall be protected under and pursuant 
to the provtslon of this Act until the oxp lrn tton of fifty-six ,'eaI'S from the elIectlve date 
of this Act." An objection wus again rai sc'd by the representath'e of ASCAP to the 
constltu.tlonallty of this provision (Hearini)» on H.n. 11948, May. 1932). 

239 'I'h ls course was fullowed for all unpubltslied wOI'I<8, whether p re-ex lst lng or created 
In the tuture, by the Thomas (Shotwell) bill. See supra V. Section 45 of that bill read 
as follows: "No th lng In this Act shall be construed to annul or limit the right of the 
author or other owner of an unpubhshed work, nt common law or In equity, to prevent the 
copying, publlcatlon, or use of such unpublished work without the consent of such author 
or other owner, and to obtain damages thr-rofo r : Proridcd , howeve,.~ 'I'ha t when the author 
or other owner sha~1 hnve electell to have copyr luh t under this Act. the provlalons of this 
Act shall be exclusive, and in lieu of anrl In suhstttut tou for any rights and remedies at 
law or In equity under any other applkable or avu ilnbte common or statutory law of any
appropriate jurisdiction, as to publtshed and unpubl isbed works. Notwithstanding any
other provtsions of this Act, such election shall In- deenn-d to hn ve been exercised by and 
shall.be bh!ding only upon, an author or other owner who has made or authorized any of 
the ful lowinu : A publ lcn t lnu t.het-oof": II dl-'Ilo:-iit of H COil'" or co1'1p~ of the- work 111 the 
Copyright Office as provided herein; the filing of any application to register the work In 
the Copyr-Ight Office as provided herein; n recordation In the Copyright Office of any grant 
or other written Instrument in respect thereof us provlded herelu : the commencement 
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to indicate the desirability of substituting statutory for common law 
protection of all pre-existing works. Moreover, if all future works 
were to be governed by the statute, the continuation of common law 
protection for pre-existing works could be a source of considerable 
confusion: whether a particular work would be subject to common law 
or statutory protection (with their differences regarding jurisdiction 
of the courts, term of protection, etc.) would depend upon whether the 
work had been created before or after the effective date of the new 
statute, a fact which might be difficult to determine, especially after 
the lapse of some years. 

If, then, pre-existing works in which common law rights subsist were 
to be brought under the statute, with the common law rights being 
abrogated, the question would have to be considered whether the sub
stitution of statutory copyright for common law rights would consti
tute the taking of property without due process of law. This question 
is two-pronged: it goes, first, to the extent of the rights involved and, 
second, to their duration. 

As to the extent of the rights, it can be argued that statutory copy
right would afford substantially the same rights as common law pro
tection. Thus, existing- common law rights would be confirmed as 
statutory rights. Likewise, the statutory remedies would seem to be 
no less favorable to the owner than those available under the common 
law. 240 As to the rights and remedies afforded to the owner, there
fore, no constitutional barrier is seen to substituting statutory pro
tection for existing common law protection. 

As to duration, the question may be asked whether the substitution 
of statutory copyright for a limited term in place of the perpetual 
duration of common law rights would deprive the owner of property 
without due process of law. One possible line of reasonin~ on this 
question is suggested by the holding that during the lifetime of a 
person his heirs, legatees, or devisees have no vested interest in his 
property.w Perhaps, on that premise, it would suffice for constitu
tional purposes to have the statute assure protection for at least the 
lifetime of the person or persons who owned the common law property 
at the effective date of the new statute.r" 

of any action or proceeding In any court based upon any claim to copyright under this 
Act. or of any right to remedies or proceedings for Infringement of any such right or 
rights." 

In a memorandum of Nov. 16, Hl38, to the Shotwell Committee, Mr. Sar!'oy stated that 
Congress could abrogate common law rights, but that none of the groups submitting 
proposals for a bill had advocated doing so. The notes to Section 1 of the Shotwell 
Committee's draft bill of April Hi, 1939, state: "The second paragraph rof Sec. 11 Is 
Identical to Sec. 2 of the Copyright Act of 1909. Although the proposed bill grants 
statutory copyrlgbt both In published and unpublished works, It appears questionable 
whether Federal legislation may abolish common law copyright In unpublished works which 
Is secured under the law of the various states," 

The "collected comments" of Nov. 1939 contain an expos4! by the Song Writers on Sec
tion 4(; of the bill (preserving common law rights) in which the difference of opinion as 
to the constitutionality of abroeattng common law rights Is again mentioned but where It Is 
suggested that common law rights should be abrogated and any question of constitu
tionality be left to the courts. 

... If no right of action has accrued, existing remedies may be abolished, as long as an 
adequate remedy for exl~tlnlt rfchts Is nrovided, even thnueh the new remedy may be 
less favorable. I COOLEY, 'CONSTITUTIONAL LIMITATIONS (192,7) at 591, 2 iiI. at 
754 and eases cited. However, a rtgh t of action which has actually accrued under the 
common law, may not be denied. United States v. Stnndard 011 of California, 21 F. 
Supp. 645, alrd, 107 F. 2d 402 (1940), eert, denied ~09 US. 654 (1940) . 

.... See Grant v. Jefferson, 247 U.S. 288 (1918) . 

.. ~ It should be noted that the owner at that time would not necessarily be the author 
who may already be deceased or who mlly have assigned his rights; also, that there may
be any number of owners such as the several heirs of a deceased author, 
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Anothp~' possible app,roach would 1.Je to assure statutory protection 
o,f lH'c-exlstlllg unpublished works for a reasonably long period of 
tune from the enactment of the statute. Thus, one of the Sirovich 
bills of ID;l~ n, specified a term of fifty-six years from the effective 
date of the stur ute. Such an approach would seem to be based on 
the premise that the due process requirements of the Fifth Amend
ment a re satisfied as IOl1g as the reduction in dum/ion is reasonably 
~lccessl~I'Y to achieve the Congressional purpose.>' If Congress deems 
It advisable to apply the statute to IH'e-existing works, it must, by 
mandate of the Coust irut.iou, limit the term of protect ion for such 
works, ;\nll if thp ter-m were long enough to at:'ord the owner a fair 
opport nnity to reap the benefits l\f his i'ights, the effect of the time 
l imitnt ion would not seem to be unr-easonably severe.245 

The first npproach ment ioned ubove-c-stut utory protection of pre
pxist in!! \\'OI'k8 for a term h:18ed on the l ife of the owner or owners 
at the tinw of enactment of th~ stut ute-c-wonld involve serious practi
cal diflicnltics, "\fjPI' Ihp, lap:-,p of some years it. might, be extremely 
d ifficult to determine ,Y!1O t ho 0\\'11(\1' 01' owners had been (and there 
TIl ight hu \'P hep11 a num her of them) at a pa rt icu Iar date in the past, 
and t hen to uscertnin if :lIllI when they died. Moreover, such a term 
could not be applied to corpornt« owners ; nor would it be in accord 
with the requi remeut of the Universn l Copyl·ig-ht. Convention under 
which the life of the uut hot-, ruther than of the owner, is the basis 
for r-nmput ing the term. 

The srcon<l npprouch mentioned nhove-i-stntutory protection for a 
term of vours l'1111nilH.!." from onur-tnicnt of the statuto-vwould make it 
easy to r"olllpute the 'tel'lII, This term could he applied to all works 
including thoso of corporate authorship OJ' ownership. In order to 
conform wit h t h« {'ni,"pJ'sal Copyrig"ht (Ymveut iou, it could he pro
vidr«] that the (1'1'111 would run for a nr-riod of vein-s after the death 
of tllP author (who may OJ' may no( 1,(' livin;!: when the statute is 
plladpc1) 01' for rho perio:1 of vea rs af/pr enncnuent. of the statute, 
w h ichover is 1011[!."pl', 

C, 1,',i'd,n,il'C j,'cr/r'/'rr! i"J'i"r/icfioJl,--lt should hI' observed that the 
proposal to have all cop,yrightahle works governed by the statute from 
their cront ion would nien n that all litigation involving claims of in
fringing tnp of cop}Tightable works \\'0111<1, 1)1' within the exclusive 
jurisdiction of the Federal courts, even though the works were private 
p:qwl's such as manusct-ipts, diaries, letters, photographs, etc., which 
had never been disclosed to the public. St at e courts would be onsted 
of their present jm-isdirt iou 0\'('1' actions for infringing uses of unpub
lished wot-ks now protected by the common law (though related actions 
illvolving matters of gPllprn I la w such as broach of contracts, breach 
of t rust , t r.tusfers of pltysi('a I property, devolution of title, etc" might 
still be gOH'l'IiNI by St nte law aut] triable in the State courts). 

:.!!:: n.H. 110-1-':.72(1 Cnn:..r .. I st ~P:-:~. 
:!Il cr. (;11:1 1";1 II t v T'rus t Co. Y. IlpHWtHHl. :;07 r.R. 2-17 (In:~n); Ho wr-Il I';lc'ctrlc Motors 

Co. v 'lJuitpd ~ta·t('~. 17~ F. ~tl n;j:~ (Hill Cf r. 10-t9l. 
~l.j ~illlilllr I·Oll:.:.idl'l':Itioll~ would ~t'PIil to lllldl'l'lll' PI" r rn di r ioun l vtow that statutes of 

limitation llIHY lu- l'(·tlll('PCl. PYI'Il wi th r('~lH'et to prr-ex lstiuz ('all~(l~ nf fiction. Ill" lonz R8 
;l l'l'i1:,olI;\1l1p tilliP for ('l1l'or('ing t lu- right i:-: lln'~l'n('(1. Hp(l 'l't'l'l';\' Y. Audr-rxon, 95 U.S. 
n:!8 (1877), 
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There may be some question whether the control and use of private 
papers, before they are publicly disseminated, are not so much a local 
matter that they should be left to State regulation and trial in the 
State courts. It might be arguable that the control and use of writ
ings do not become matters of national concern until they are dis
closed to the public in some manner. On the other hand, it could be 
contended that exclusive Federal regulation is preferable, not only to 
assure greater uniformity, but also on the premise that even with 
respect to undisclosed works there is a national concern in any work 
which may be disseminated to the public. 

VII. SUMMARY OF MAJOR ISSUES 

Which of the following alternatives should be adopted for the pro
tection of unpublished works (i.e., works of which copies are not dis
tributed to the public) ~ 

Alternative A.-Continue the system of the present law, whereby 
statutory copyright may be obtained for unpublished works by vol
untary registration; with all unpublished works not registered being 
left to protection under the common law. 

If this alternative is adopted: 
(1) Should voluntary registration be limited to certain classes 

of unpublished works, and if so, should the specification of these 
classes in section 12 of the present law be retained or modified; 
or should voluntary registration be made available for all classes 
of unpublished works ~ 

(2) What should. be the copyright term for unpublished works 
which are registered ~ 

Alternative B.-Make the statute applicable to all works when pub
licly disseminated in any manner; with works not publicly dissem
inated being left to protection under the common law. 

If this alternative is adopted: 
(1) What should be the copyright term for works publicly dis

seminated ~ Should different terms be provided for works pub
lished in copies and those otherwise disseminated ~ 

(2) Should provision be made for obtaining statutory copyright 
in works not publicly disseminated, by their voluntary registra
tion ~ If so, what should be the copyright term for such works 
that are registered ~ 

Al~ernat~1Je C.-Make the statute applicable to all works from their 
creation, without reg-ard. to publication or public dissemination; with 
common law protection being eliminated. 

If this alternative is adopted: 
(1) What should be the copyright term ~ Should different 

~rms be provided for works published in copies (or works pub
Iicly disseminated III any manner) and those not published (or
publicly disseminated) ~ 

(2). Should pre-existing unpublished works in which common 
law rights SUbSISt be brought under the statute ~ If so what 
copyright ~rm should be .provi.ded for such works if th~y are 
never published, publicly disseminated, or registered ~ 

6234"8--61-4 
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COMMENTS AND VIEWS SUBMITTED TO THE COpy
RIGHT OFFICE ON PROTECTION OF UNPUBLISHED 
WORKS 

By John Schulman 
DasKIID 10, 1957. 

I have read the study on the "Protection of Unpublished Works." 
It is my belief that there should be a Bingle copyright system under which both 

published and unpublished works would be protected. Accordingly, I am in 
favor of a Federal statute which would embrace that principle. 

To this extent I subscribe to Alternative C. However, the phrasing or the 
alternative is much too limited and the subsidiary questions represent only a 
few of the many factors to be taken into account.. 

My preference for a single statutory system of copyright which would absorb 
(rather than eliminate) common law doctrine is predicated. upon the general 
pattern which I have indicated in comments upon other studies. Obviously, if 
our statutory system is to continue being a straitjacket, rather than a law 
which assured adequate protection for authors and artists, I would prefer to 
retain the dual systems of statutory and common law protection. The common 
law doctrines are in my opinion better adapted to present day conditions and 
practices than is our outmoded statutory system. 

By Walter J. Deren1Jerg 
DIlCElOlJI:B 11, 1957. 

I have finished reading the very excelient study by William StraU88 on 
"Protection of Unpublished Works," upon which you have invited my opinion. 

I have always felt quite strongly that conimon law copyright protection should 
be abolished in the United States as it was in England and that we should have 
a much simplified system which would do away with the complications of our 
present law and, particularly, Section 12 thereof. 

I would therefore favor Alternative 0, under which the federal statute would 
be applicable to all works from their creation, without regard to publication or 
public dissemination. Having in mind the ultimate possibility of asslmilatlng 
the Berne Convention and the Universai Oopyright Oonvention and for other 
reasons well summarized in Mr. Finkelstein's recent article, "The Copyright 
Law-A Beappraisal" (104 U. of Pa. L. Rev. 1025 (June 1956». I would also 
favor the idea that such uniform federal statutory protection should be for the 
life of the author and 50 years thereafter. 

I .am also of opinion that preexisting unpublished works should be brought 
under the statute and that perhaps the best way to do this would be to adopt 
the approach first suggested in one of the Sirovich Bills to which Mr. Strauss's 
stUdy refers in footnote 243. 

While I realize that some problems may arise with regard to unpublished 
letters, photographs and other private material. I have always felt that there is, 
on the other hand, a real public interest which should permit the use of this type 
of material after an initial fairly long period of protection, at least in instances 
in which the use thereof may be of literary or historical interest. 

As you will recall, this point of view was also suggested in the interesting 
study published a few years ago by Dr. QalpJi Shaw, entitled. "Literary Prop
erty in the United States." 

I am a firm advocate of one uniform federal BYstem of copyright law, which, 
in my opinion, would also further promote better international copyright rela
tions between the United ·States and other nations, without, at the same time, 
raising serious constitutional questions. 

WALTZB J. DICIIIl:NBICBG. 
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By Walter J. Derenberq 
MARCH 19, 1958. 

I have reviewed the excellent study by William Strauss on "Protection of 
Unpublished Works." With regard to the existing Section 12 of the Act of 1909, 
which provides for statutory protection for certain types of unpublished works, 
I have always considered this section an anomaly for a number of reasons. In 
the II.rst place, I have never been able to see any reason why the protection of 
Section 12 should not equally be available to books and other literary material 
which, under the present wording, are outside the scope of the sanction. Further
more, it has always seemed rather curious to me that it should be necessary, 
under the existing law, to go through all the registration formalities again once 
the hitherto unpublished work will have been generally distributed. In view 
of the fact that an additional fee has to be paid at that time and all other 
registration formality requirements have to he met again, one may well ask 
the question whether the subsequent registration should not create an inde
pendent term of copyright so that the 28-year period would run from the date 
of general publication, rather than from the date of the deposit with the Copy
right Office. 

But I would go much further. There is no other country in the world that 
provides for three different types of copyright as does our present system, I.e., 
statutory copyright for published works, statutory copyright for certain unpub
lished works, and common law copyright. In trying to explain our law to 
members of the Bar in foreign countries which have one uniform system, I have 
found it difficult to explain the intricacies of our own copyright system. 

I would favor not only the legislative repeal of Section 12 but also elimina
tion of common law copyright, so as to make the entire problem of the protection 
of literary and artistic works a matter of uniform federal legislation. In 
other words, I would cast Diy vote as in favor of Alternative C, as stated on 
page 37 of the Strauss study. I II.nd myself in complete agreement with that 
part of the Report of Committee No. 15 on the Revision of the Copyright Law 
as presented to the Annual Meeting of the American Bar Association at New 
York City in 1957, which recommends a single exclusive system of federal statu
tory protection (see page 61 of 1957 Committee Reports, Section of Patent, 
Trademark, and Copyright Law, American Bar Association). As pointed out 
in this report, the elimination of a multistate plus federal system of protection 
would also result in removing certain ambignities in the administration of the 
Universal Copyright Convention. Moreover, just as we have finally succeeded 
in getting legislation passed providing for a uniform federal statute of limita
tions with regard to infringement suits based on the Copyright Act, we should 
strive toward similar uniformity when dealing with copyright protection of 
unpublished works, even if by doing so we might have to interfere to some 
extent with existing jurisdiction of various state courts for such matters. 

I have always believed that the present system under which perpetual com
mon law copyright is assured to manuscripts, letters aad other unpublished 
literary material results in hampering the use of much historically and seien
till.cally valuable material which should not be withheld from the public solely 
because it may not be possible to find the heirs of a long-deceased author or 
because they might unreasonably refuse to grant permlssion to use such mate
rial. With regard to the duration of statutory copyright in unpublished material, 
It would be my opinion that a term of protection of at least twenty-five years 
after the author's death and not exceeding seventy-five years would be sufficient 
for the purpose of avoiding any unwarranted invasion of the privacy rights of 
the author or his family and would, at the same time, serve the public interest 
in making public important material of this type. 

I would also favor the suggestion made at page 33 of Mr. Strauss's study 
that in case of public dissemination of hitherto undisseminated material, a 
different term of protection dating from such dissemination should be provided. 
I would see no constitutional issue in making the proposed new statute appli
cable to preexisting works in which common law copyright may exist at the 
time of the enactment of the statute, as long as a reasonably long statutory 
term is substituted for the preexisting unlimited common law protection. 

WALTER J. DERENBERG. 
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By Edward A. Sargoy 
MARCH 21, 1958. 

(Re: Copyright Revision Panel Studies, "Protection of Unpublished 'Vorln;," by 
William Strauss) 

I have read with great interest the above paper by Bill Strauss. It is a fine 
study which has cut to the core of the fundamental difficulty of the dichotomous 
system of protecting intellectual and artistic works in the United States. This 
is the juridical regime by which statutory protection, exclusively in the fed
eral courts, and strictly limited as to copyrightability, infringability, and 
duration is accorded on the one hand, only to visual forms of "writings" 
after a first investive publication with copyright notice (or a registration prior 
to publication as to some classes). On the other hand, there is left to the 
vagaries of judicial interpretations of the unwritten common law, as well as 
to potential statutes, of the forty-eight States, prior to the moment of first 
divestive publication, a protection unlimited as to the form of expression of the 
work, the extent and nature of its exclusive right of use, and as to duration. 
Add to this concoction, the unknown ingredient of what is investive or divestive 
publication, as Bill Strauss has so well brought out. In such .regard he is in 
company with such as Kaplan, Nimmer, and others, in their comments on publi
cation, particularly as affected by the doctrines expounded in the Waring, 
Whitema,n, Miracle Records, Teenc Teena, Capital Itecords, Metropolitan Opera 
and Ettore cases (Kaplan: 69 Harv. L. Rev. 409; 103 U. Pa, L. Rev. 469; Nimmer, 
56 Colum. L. Rev. 185). 

Bill Strauss has also done a fine job in exploring the history of our common 
law protection both in the courts, as well as in the various legislative attempts 
over the years to bring unpublished works into our statutory system, and to 
point up the problem of the unpublished work in the UCC and in its comparative 
treatment under other Conventions, as well as in the individual laws of other 
countries. ' 

What I thought exceptionally well done was his perspicacious analysis at the 
conclusion of the paper, of the various problems, practical, constitutional and 
otherwise, which would be encountered in taking different paths of approach 
toward a solution. 

I think this study, as complemented by the problems discussed in the studies 
on duration, notice of copyright, and divisibility, and what I anticipate may be 
discussed in Kaplan's prospective work on registration, is an apt illustration of 
the necessary phtlosophieal integration of all of these concepts in considering 
any new system, as indicated in the 1957 Report of my A.B.A. Committee on 
Program for General Revision of the Copyright Law. 

Getting more directly to the various paths to a new system surveyed by Bill 
Strauss in his concluding analysis, my general feeling is as follows: 

I am strongly opposed to the system mentioned in the first alternative, one in 
effect which would preserve our present dual system of federal law for published 
or voluntarily registered works, and the juridical systems of the forty-eight 
States for unpublished, unregistered works, even though we were to make the 
statute available for voluntary registrations of all classes of unpublished works. 
Apart from the continued lack of uniformity which this means in protecting 
a work of such incorporeal nature that It can be present simultaneously in tens 
of thousands of different places throughout the county, for infringing uses, I 
have a strong aversion, influenced to some extent by Judge Hand's dissent in 
the Capital Records case, to the indefinite period of protection which common law 
will accord in this electronic age to works fully and commercially exploited in 
their distribution to millions of people, but in forms not deemed capable of 
divestive publication. I have no objection to an extremely long term, but I do 
object to the distinction that enables perpetual commercial exploitation, outside 
the statute, while other forms of work coming within the copyright statute 
must have a limited term. 

The second alternative pointed out by Bill Strauss does therefore appeal to me, 
in the sense that from the moment an attempt is made to disseminate the work 
to the public, in any medium, there should be the single standard of exclusive 
right and uniform type of enforcement through the United States, as provided 
by the copyright statute. This would leave out of the domain of the statute 
the many private works, in the form of letters, manuscripts, drawings, paint
ing, photographs, doodles, etc. which it is still desired to be kept for strictly 
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private purposes. Probably there is no thought in terms of protection for any 
of these, except to preserve their privacy. But if some thief were to break into 
a home and steal such a work, and then attempt to utilize any such material the 
common law could throw its customary cloak of personal property prot~tion 
about such works in State courts. I think cases of this kind would be com
paratively rare and inconsequential. At the same time, if statutory copyright 
protection was desired or contemplated for some time in the future, I would 
permit voluntary registration. 

Under such a system, statutory protection would be accorded to a work from 
and after its first public presentation, or registration, and I have been amenable 
to the thought that it might expire fifty years from the last day of the calendar 
year, either in which the author died if an individual, or in which the registration 
or public presentation first took place in the case of authors for hire, anonymous 
or pseudonymous authors. While registration, or the use of a copyright notice, 
would not be mandatory, the statute might possibly afford incentives to such use, 
by making di1ferent remedies available, depending upon whether the registration, 
or use of the notice, took place prior to the alleged infringement. 

I would have no objection to the third alternative outlined by Bill Strauss, 
namely, bringing everything, including private works never publicly presented
or disseminated, into the statutory system. This certainly would be ideal from 
the point of view of uniformity not only in the United States, but with the sys
tems of other countries. Under the UCC, the obligation to protect published works 
as well as works in their unpublished stage, without formalities, would be 
simpler, if jurisdiction were exclusivelY in the federal courts. If it were not 
desired to clutter the federal courts with suits which might involve theft of 
private letters, manuscripts, etc., concurrent jurisdiction could be considered for 
State courts where the work was not publicly presented, or registered, but the 
copyright statute would be controlling as to exclusive rights, term, etc. I am not 
too disturbed about the fact that private letters, documents, manuscripts, pic
tures, etc., may fall into the public domain fifty years after an author has died. I 
think there may be a genuine public interest by and after that time in what 
an author had written in an earlier era which had been withheld from 
public dissemination. As Bill Strauss pointed out, if public disclosure would 
be damaging to the interests of his family, fifty or more years after his death, 
there generally might be a good opportunity to destroy any such materials prior 
to that time, although it is possible the work may not have been in the possession 
of the family. 

The constitutional question posed by whether it would be a deprivation of 
vested property rights to bring into the limited copyright statute unpublished 
works in existence on the day the statute took effect, is an intriguing one. I 
would like to think more about it. The statute would be 'substituting rights 
not only more limited as to term, but undoubtedly as to scope and extent of 
use, as compared with the previously existing common law right. Bill Strauss 
has offered a number of ingenious suggestions for meeting this situation. He 
has indicated the possibility that as to scope of the right, the change to the 
statute might afford substantially equivalent rights. As to term, he correctly 
indicates that if the author has protection for life, his potential heirs have no 
vested rights of which they can be deprived. If on the day such a statute took 
effect, the presumably perpetual common law rights were in an owner not the 
author, there would be a more difficnlt problem of how to give such an owner a 
substantial term equivalent, although there are possible ways of handling this 
as Strauss points out. 

In this regard, I should like to toss into the pot for consideration, the view 
that if property rights are within the purview of the exercise of a constitutional 
power of Congress, the beneficiaries thereof have no vested right in preventing 
abolition or changes by Congress, even if effective to alter existing rights. 

In Seese v. Bethlehem Steel Go. (D. Md., l!H7) , 74 F. Supp. 412, the conten
tion was made that the subsequent enactment of the portal-to-portal wage law by 
Congress, so as to amend substantive rights previously created under the Fair 
Labor Standards Act, was a deprivation of vested rights in existing contracts 
without due process, to the extent that it was retrospective. When the original 
act was passed, Junge Chesnut points out, at p. 418, it then undoubtedly affected 
existing purely private contracts of employment. Whether Congress acted in 
respect of the future, or to affect past relationships in both cases, Congress was 
prescribing the economic poliey to be pursued with respect to interstate corn
merce and to meet conditions it deemed controlling in such regard as a matter 
of sovereign governmental policy. He says that since the original act necessarily 
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affected then existing purely private contracts of employment, he does not See 
how a modification cannot do the same thing. He says that Congress could have 
repealed the Fair Labor Standards Act in toto, and such repeal could have pro
vided that it applied to all existing claims or cases under the" act repealed, 
without any savings clause. At p, 419, he further says: 

"This seems to be a clear recognition of the reserved power of Congress to 
modify or withdraw rights based purely on.prior statutes subject only, of course, 
to constitutional limitations. The only such limitation relied on in this case 
by the plaintiffs is based on their contention. that they acquired a vested property 
right by reason of the Fair Labor Sandards Act. But this latter Act was enacted 
by Congress in the exercise of its sovereign delegated power to regulate inter
state commerce. And the Portal-to-Portal Act in amending the substantive right 
created is of the same constitutional nature exercised in the judgment of Con
gress as the proper policy for the Nation in matters affecting the employer
employee relationship in interstate commerce; and is kindred to the exercise of 
the police power by the States which, of course, may and often does affe<'t pre
viously existing personal rights. [Citing cases.] 

* * * * * * * 
"I therefore conclude that the rights now asserted by the plaintiffs under the 

Fall' Labor Standards Act were not vested rights protected by the 5th Amend
ment because only of statutory origin which could be and have been constitu
tionally taken away by the Portal-to-Portal Act." 

In affirming the above decision, Chief Judge Parker, speaking for the Fourth 
Circuit Court of Appeals (168 F. 2d 58) at 62 sn lrl : 

"The Portal-to-Portal Act of May 14, 1947, like the Fair Labor Standards Act 
which it modified and amended, was an exercise by Congress of the power to 
regulate interstate and foreign commerce; and it is well settled that the exer
cise of such power is not invalidated even by the fact that its effect is to destroy 
rights under valid existing contracts. Such was the holding in Addyston Pipe d: 
Stecl 00. v. United States, 175 U.S. 211, 20 S. Ct. 96, 44 L. Ed. 136, where the 
court pointed out that private contracts as well as state legislation must yield in 
such case to the superior power of Congress. [Citing cases.] 

* * * * * * * 
.In North American 00. v. Securities d: Exchange Oommission, 327 U.S. 686, 

* * * the court said: 
"This broad commerce clause does not operate so as to render the nation 

powerless to defend itself against economic forces that Congress decrees inimi
calor destructive of the national economy. Rather it is an affirmative power 
commensurate with the national needs. It is unrestricted by contrary state laws 
or private contracts. * * *" 

Judge Parker does point out (at p. 64) that the constitutional power of Con
gress, under the commerce clause, to divest or curtail vested rights must not be 
exercised arbitrarily or unreasonably. 

Is it possible that this doctrine might be applicable to the constitutional ques
tion posed in Bill Strauss' discussion? I appreciate the fact that in the above 
cited case Congress had taken affirmative action to affect existing contract 
rights by the original Fair Labor Standards Act, under its power in interstate 
commerce. If Congress did likewise, in a new copyright law, to make the stat
ute exclusive, it would also affect existing rights. In Title 17, the action by 
Congress, in the exercise of its constitutional power over copyright, was nega
tive rather than positive in its effect, but nevertheless certain action was taken 
by Congress in Sec. 2. Under the Act of 1831, Congress did expressly provide 
for protection against unauthorized printing or publishing of any manuscript 
of an author or proprietor who was a citizen or resident of the United States, 
without his consent, by a special action on the case founded upon the statute, in 
any court having cognizance; and gave equitabLe jurisdiction to United States 
courts to grant injunctions in such regard (Sec. 9). This covered unpublished 
manuscripts, without the statutory formality of the deposit, prior to publication, 
of the title of the work, as was required In tae case of remedies against infringe
ment provided under Secs. 6 and 7 for copyrighted works. In the Revised 
Statutes (1870), like protection against unauthorized printing or publishing of 
any manuscript was given by Sec. 102, to be recovered by action on the case in 
any court of competent jurisdiction, without any such specified formality, as the 
recording of the title of the work required for infringement of copyrighted works 
as provided in Sees. 99-101. In our present Act of 1909, Congress in Sec. 2, 
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chose to depart from the above policy. It excluded Title 17 from the remedtes 
at common law or equity which would protect unpubltshed, unrr-gtstered works, 
\Vhether such be federal common law, or State common law, T leave to the ma
jority and dissenting judges in the Capitol Records case. 

1f Congress, in the exercise of its constitutional vower oveo interstate com
merce, can, as a matter of sovereign governmental policy. enact laws which ner-
essarily nff'eet then existing purely private contracts, or even state legislation, 
and can then amend its legislation so a'S to abolish or modify its previous en
acrment, expressly provldlng that it appltes to all existing claims or rights, so as 
again to affect existing rights, and perhaps later restore the original legislation, 
again with an effect on existing rights, might not it be said that Congress, in 
exercising sovereign gm'ernlllental policy over copyrtuht, under its eonsr lt r ttnnul 
power, tan give unrl take away, in whole or in part, regardless of then f'xistinl; 
rights? Judge Chesnut felt the exercise of such commerce vower was akin II 
the exercise of the police power, which may and often does affect previouxly 
existing personal rights. It would not seem that the substitution of a long 
statutory term, and sufflr-ient ly broad statutory exclusive rights was cajJl'il'ious, 
arbitrary, or unreasonable. 

I (10 not know if this is so or not. I have not had time for further explora
tion, and the question is fascinating. In the meantime, I would reserve my 
views as to What, if anything, should be done as to bringing pre-oxistl ng common 
law works into an all-statutory federal system. 

EDWAIm A. SARllOY. 

By [larry o.u-;« 
MAltell 22, 1f1f)S. 

T am submitting my comments and views on the study on the "Proteetlnn of 
Unpublished Works," prepared by William Strauss of the Copyright Office staff. 

J have read the study with couslderahle interest, but find it difficult to make 
the requested election among the three main alternatives, along with answering 
the subsldiary questions relating to each, 011 page 37 of the study. 

As I view the problem, the «holce of alternatives is dependent upon evuluu
tion of the ditf'erences between common law copyright and statutorv copyright. 
'While the pr inclpal ehai-aetei-lsttr-s of r-ommon law r-opyrtght are familial', as 
are the principal character-lsttcs of present statutory copyrlght, IVP are not, at 
this stage of the revlslon program, in a position to predict the attributes of 
statutory copyright in the revised copyright statute. 

Any chotee of the alternatives, therefore, must be tentntl ve, and haserl on the 
present differences between common law copyright awl statutory eopyright. 
Although the study does state most of the major differences between common 
law copyright and statutory copyright (pages 3-7), I personally would 
have preferred a more exhaustive compurtson. In this connection, the study 
perhaps should have pointed out that all authors are eligible for common law 
protection, but not to secure statutory copyright : that such statutory sanctions 
as importation restrictions, criminal infringement, and attorney's fees, the statu
tory three-year statute of limitations, and the statutory requirements of assign
ments do not apply to common law copyright. 

On the basis of the present differences between common law copyright and 
statutory eopyright, I prefer Alternative A (page 37) to Alternatives 13 and 
C (page 37). If this alternative were adopted, voluntary registration might 
well be made available for all classes of unpublished works. In such cases, 
the copyright term should begin upon the making of such regtstration and 
should continue for the same term as is prescribed by the statute for published 
works. If the term for published works is computed from the date of publication, 
the term for unpublished works should be computed from the date of registra
tion, as is now the case. 

Alternative A is preferable, in my opinion, because (1) it is more consistent 
with our present dual copyright system and therefore would presumably be 
more acceptable to persons familiar with. the present system, and (2) it would 
provide excellent practical experience for testing the value of further innovation 
along the lines suggested by Alternative 13 and Alternative C. 

HARRY G. HENN. 
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By ,!os('ph S. Dubin 
APllIL 1, l!J:JK. 

(fie: "l'rotf'dion of {;llpulJli~h('(1 Worl,s") 

III conner-non with the study cOH>ring- the abovo ina tter, you will rpeall that 
I have nlwavs been of the opiulon that thp Federal sy steiu SIIOUI(l cover nil works, 
and the so-called common law protectlon shuulrl be elilllillate(l. This would do 
away with the «ontltct ill llel·isiollS renderell ill the vn rious state ju ristl ir-tiuns, 
and would eventua lly result in a unifor-m spries of rul inax. 

The term shoulrl br- for a pe1"ioll aft er the deu t h of the nut.lior. a nrl should 
not be restrh-ted to the unr lqua ted defl nitlnn of publh-n tlon. In other words, as 
long as tile work is marle nvallabl e to the public, whether in copif's or otherwise, 
that should be the tf'st of publl cu t ion. If. of course, the work is not marie 
ava ilable to the puhl ir-, then the periol! should run f'rnm the time t he work is so 
marie a vui lable. 

JOSEPH S. DUBIN. 

By Irwin Karp 
APRIL 4, 1955. 

(fie: "Prntectlon of Tnpubllshed Works") 

There is no reason, either in history or eonsitlerntioni' of policy, to bemoan 
the fur-t that an unpnhl ishr-d novel, a pprsollal Iptter·. or an unperformed play, 
may be protected by common law for ppriods eXI'el'r!illg the term of statutory 
copyright. 

Congress in l!lO!l was awn r« that drumn t ir- a nrl ot ln-r works were widely dis
seminated to the puhl ie through perfnrtuuur-e rnt ln-r than publ lcut ion. Alt hnuzb 
in some fields "perfunnance" mnre receurlv repl:l(·p:1 "publ ir-nt inu" as the pti n
r-tpnl mea ns of "I!isselllinatioll," this reprf'sents lHprp]y a shift of plIlphasiH. 
Dtssemlna t iou by records todav simply replal'l'>: the widespread dissemination 
by other nnn-publ i she.l media rmiust rel shows, vnudevi lle, et«.) in 1fl09. In 
the thpatre, there h.is heeu no c-lrnuur-. Plays \\"p!'p r!issplllinated by pprformanl'p 
in ]!,OU----Con~resR was uwu rr- of it: thr-v u re dissplIlinatpd by perfurmuur-r- today. 

Frnm II prur-tir-n l point of vlt-w therr- is nil substuur ia l reason to fear that an 
author inav rplain his propC'lt.y rigbls in a puhl ir-ly pl'rf()l'lllp<] play for more 
than the limited statntory term: most plays ra IIII othpr works) are reg-isterpd 
prior to l'erformanr'p and nre puhli shr-rl duruur m: aftN perf'ormuuce ; puhl ica.t ion 
of copies is p>:sential for thl' lir'ensing of stor-k uud a mutenr uses. 

I belieYp that the nnh of t he problem lips in t hr- llistinr·tion IlPtwppn "dis
seminated" and "uudis ..em ina ted" works, rut her than lx-r weeu "pulilixhed ' a ud 
"nnpuhlished" work,'. It woulrl 1)(' consist enr with t hr- pnrpnse OT the' ('np~Tight 

Act, and with prevu itiug ('onllllon law of 11I'opprl~' right .., lu r-lar if'v ami hroaden 
the srututorv dpflnition of puhl k-u t inu to inr-l urle all IIlr'IIIlS by Which a work is 
"puhl ished' in the d lr-tiunu rv sens,' of the wurrl, i.P .. in.ul« public or di>:selninllted. 

The pruhlr-m of "unpubl ished" works ('ouhl Ill' "oll'pd hy t i ) extending- the 
priYileg-p of registration---prior to rliHseminat!on-l u all works; Iii) provldiug 
that puhllr-n rion shn ll ruean any mpmlS oy whlr-h the work is made publ ir- or dis
spminate(l: (iii) restridin.l~ the uot it-« requi reiueut to t hus« forms of work in 
w h ir-h uot ir-o is now manda t.ory (not to inr-ltul« re('orrls) : and lastly (Iv ) rera iu
ing the proviston that ,'Olllmon law rig-hts ill undlsr-losed works are preserved. 

It speIllH to me that the eonunon law property rig-hts in uudlsclosed works 
should he prvserved. This rig-ht is ill al'l'orrlanee with a rundamental concept of 
the demor-rntt« form of goyprnlllpnt: the right of I'l"inll'y Ieven thoug-h it is not 
spe(·iti<-ally ~ranted in t lir- Const i t ut luu j . '1'0 me, it is also an uu-vl tuhle- ('on
cOlllitant uf the right of fr('e sjlpel"ll-that rig-ht should inl'lwle not only the 
privileg-" of speaking hut of withholding speel·h. 

If an author 1101'S not ('hoosp to ]Jnhlish something- he hilS ('OIICeive(1 and written, 
that is his own bnsinpss al1l1 nO!I()(ly plsp·s. Thp theorpti('al loss of l"aluHolp 
works to the elJlllmuuity is a risk lllH t IIInst I>e taken to ]iresen'e freedom of 
thoul-(ht, s]iep('h alHl prinu'y-at 1>"Rl it is only 11 tlH'orf'tical ri:;k. For !'very 
anthor who may exerl'isp thp ri~ht uf withhol(ling his work. therp arp a hlllHlred 
who are only too anxious to disf'!oi'e the fruits of their mincIi' to the public at the 
eHl'lipst I"'ssihle opportunity. There is little dangp!' that 1l1lICh will he loR! to 
]io"terity by permittillg th'lsP who do 1I0t (-hoose to disl-Iose to eXPl'<'ise thllt 
privilpge. 
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Mr. Strauss has pretty much indicated the fallacy underlying the argument 
for limited protection of "unpublished" (or, more accurately, undisclosed) letters, 
private papers and other works. As he points out, those who possess the 
undisclosed manuscript, either authors or heirs, have a legal right to destroy 
them or to keep them under lock and key, so that destruction of the common 
law right by statute will not enhance the chances of publication, and may ever 
induce those desirous of preserving the privacy of works to destroy the manu
scripts. 

IRWIN KABP. 

By Herman Finkelstein 
MAY 22, 1958. 

I have not been sending comments in on some of the individual studies because 
I think they are all interrelated and it is impossible to comment on one without 
commenting on all of the others. That is certainly true of "Protection of 
Unpublished Works." My attitude on that will depend on what is done with 
other provisions. 

The subjects which I consider most important have already been commented 
on by me in "The Copyright Law-A Reappraisal" (104 U. Pa, L. Rev. 1025-1063 
(1956) ). You will find the subject mentioned under the heading "Should Fed
eral Law Supersede Common Law Rights in Unpublished Works?" at page 1061 
of that article. 

JUNE 2, 1958. 

I intended to convey in my letter of May 22 the thought that for the most 
part it is impossible to comment on one of the studies without pointing out its 
relation to other parts of the copyright law that need reviston. 

My own views on necessary changes in the copyright law are expressed in 
the University of Pennsylvania Law Review article. If those changes are made 
in the federal statute, I would be in favor of having a single copyright system 
for both published and unpublished works. If, however, the revision of the 
copyright law should not offer sufficient incentives for the publication of works, 
then I believe that the existing system, which permits each state to protect 
unpublished works, should continue. 

HEBMAN FINKELSTEIN. 

By Melville B. Nirnmer 
JULY 8, 1958. 

1 have read with much interest the study by William Strauss, entitled 
"Protection of Unpublished Works." With respect to the three alternatives 
suggested by Mr. Strauss at page 37 of his study, I would prefer Alternative C, 
with certain qualifying conditions. That is, 1 think it desirable that all works 
be protected from their creation under a single Federal statute. The greater 
uniformity and predictability, which a single Federal system would achieve, 
are certainly objectives which should be sought. However, I would favor this 
alternative only if certain other important substantive changes are also em
bodied in a new Copyright Act. Thus, protection for an unpublished work 
must be automatic from its creation, without any requirement of registration 
or deposit as a condition precedent to copyright. 

Unless such formalities were abolished, a single Federal system of protection 
would become a trap whereby unwary creators would frequently discharge 
their works into the public domain. Furthermore, in order to warrant the 
abolition of perpetual protection for unpubllshed works under the common law, 
the period of statutory protection would be substantially increased. In this 
connection, I would fa VOl' the widely recognized measure of the life of the 
author, plus fifty years. 1 do not think a distinction should be made as to 
term between unpublished (or undisseminated) works and published (or dis
seminated) works. Such a distinction, if based upon "publication," would 
only perpetuate the existing legal difficulties in delineating this esoteric term. 

If, in the alternative, the distinction were based upon "dissemination" this 
would in turn lead to similar fine spun distinctions in defining this term. More
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over, to favor undlsseminated works by granting such a longer term would 
encourage the withholding of such works from public consumption. 

With respect to the constitutional problem of applying a new Federal statute 
to pre-existing unpublished works, I can only add that such a problem would 
probably not arise in California. It should be noted that the so-called common 
law copyright in California is actually a creature of statute, I.e., Section 980 of 
the California Civil Code. Therefore, applying generally the reasoning of 
SC'iBe v, Bethlehem Steel Company (74 F. Supp. 412 (D. Md. 1947», as cited 
and discussed in Edward Sargoy's comments, it may well be argued that modifi
cation of such statutory rights does not constitute a deprivation of property 
In the constitutional sense. 

If the substantive changes discussed above, with reference to abolition of 
formalities and extension of the copyright term, are not embodied in a new 
Copyright Act, then, In such event, I would favor Alternative A, Le., a eon
tluuation of the present law whereby statutory copyright may be obtained tor 
unpublished works by voluntary registration, but with all unpublished works 
not registered being left to protection under the common law. In such circum
stances voluntary registration should be made available for all classes of 
unpublished works. This has the merit of permitting the creator to elect 
between the respective benefits and detriments of common law and statutory 
copyright. I would not, In any event, favor Alternative B, since If formalities 
were abolished and term of copyright increased, I think Alternative C would 
be preferable. If, on the other hand, formallties are not abolished and term 
of copyright not extended, then I think It wrong to require the creator of a 
work which Is disseminated, but not published, to be subjected to the existing 
formalltles and limited copyright term. 

MELVILLE B. NIMMER. 

By Ellen Jane Lorenz 

(Church and Sunday School Publishers Association) 

MAY 15, 1959. 
Your office was kind enough to express an interest In the opinions evolved 

through a discussion on copyright problems at the annual convention of the 
Church and Sunday School Publishers Association. After a review of your 
1958-59 studies, the [following] questionnaire was sent to each of our member 
companies, with the resulting vote recorded. .. .... 

COPYRIGHT QUESTIONNAIRE 

[Six members of the Association responded. The number voting in favor 
of each proposition is shown.] 

* * * * * * * "Protection of Unpublished Works": Which alternative do you favor: 
1. As now: optional registration, with unregistered works under pro

tection of common law? (3) 
2. New statute to protect all works (published or unpublished) when 

publicly disseminated; with nondisseminated works under protection of 
common law? (2) 

3. New statute to protect all works from time of their creation; no com
mon law rights? (1) 

* * * * * * * 
Voting companies: Southern Baptist Publlcatlon; Rodeheaver-Hall-Mack; 

Hope Publlshing; John T. Benson; Lorenz Publishing; Nazarene Publlshlng. 
ELLEN JANE LORENZ. 
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By Wi7limiL P. Fid1er 

(American Association of Lniversitv Professors) 

OCTOllEU 30, IV;:;!). 
As ('o)lies of the vartous studies on the general revlsion of the eO)lyri/<ht 

law ha ve bel'l1 received, I hn ve sought the udvk-e of coiuuetont scholars eon
('erning the rela tlonshlp of the ncadelllie profession to the issues raised by 
these studies. At this time 1 am lll·p,.;pnting some of the points of view ex
pressed hy professors who are corupeteut to judge the technlt-a Iir.les of copyrights. 

* * * * * * * 
As to protect lou of unpublished works, the present law is reasonably satis

fur-tory ';0 far a" we kuow : but a statute that would spell it out more clearly 
r.han at present, supplu nt lug the couuuon law while embodyiug' its substance, 
seoius to us to be deslrable. 

* ':' * * * * * 
'VILLIA1I1 P. FIDLER. 

By Judge Learned Hand 
APRIL 23, 19:;9. 

[The answers below wore given by Judge Learned Hand in response to the 
following three questions presented to him by the Copyright Offiee.] 

1. Q. ~hould the public dissemiuation of a work be equated with publicuttou 
so that couuuou law literary property would then cease and copvrtght protectlon 
for a limited time thereafter would be afforded by the federal stutute ? 

A. I answer yes. In the ease of music, plr-tures, drama, or lect ures, I mean 
by "public dissemination," to au uuselected public at large, either with or 
without payment. 1 should of eourse include auy form of mechanlcal broad
casting, as by radio or televislon or the like, if there turns out to be any. 

:!. Q. Should works nor pnhlir-ly dlssem iuated ill nny manner ( e.g., private 
ma nuscrtpts, diu rles, let ters, family photographs, etc.) be left to protection 
under the eouuuon lu w; or, alternatively, shonld they he. brought under the 
federal statute upou erout lon (common law protection and state court jurisdic
tion thus being uholtshed altogether). 

A. On the whole I am disposed to leave to the state courts the proteetion of 
"undisseuriua ted works." That seems to me a f'i l r compromise between eon
flictlng interests pruvhled that some period be flx:-rl after which they come into 
the public (]ellle";IH'. An author shnuld be privileged to keep his cruupostt ious 
rigidly w lthiu his own power until the "couuuou-lnw literary property" expires; 
a nrl I am for reserving all regulatory power to the states, so far as no national 
interest is involved. Of course. I know that it begs the question to say that no 
national interest is involved while the author lives; but 1 would choose to leave 
this much to the state courts, 

3. Q. If works not puhliely dlsseiuinated are left to protection under the 
common law, should the federal statute impose a time Ihnit on sur-h proter-tion '! 
If no time limit is so imposed, should the owner of the physical manusr-rlpt be 
presumed to have the right, UPOI1 the author's death (or after a certain number 
of years therefrom), to make public dtsseiulnn tion of the work in the absence 
of any specific reservation to the contrary'! 

A. I would impose a tuue limit, say for 100 yenrs after the work is created 
or for [i0 years after the author's death. As an a.lternative in case no absolute 
thus limit is Imposed. 1 woulrl transfer the "literary property" to the owner 
of the physical munuseript at the end of say flO years after the author's death. 

LEARNED HAND. 




